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ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 17,
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SET yOUlEARNINGSTOEARNING:
Money deposited with the HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK, Ellsworth, Maine, is perpetually on the
increase; piles up earnings on earnings; keeps growing
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The Ellsworth schooner Olendy Burke
full of water at the wharf in
in East Boston where she has been tied
Sfp during the winter. Capt. R. L. Stanwood left for Boston last Thursday to look
after her.

Mrs. J. F. Whitcomb, who has been ill
with the grip, is improving.

yesterday

C. W. & F. L.

There will be a union service at the
Methodist church next Sunday evening in
which the pastors of the other churches of
the city will unite as a farewell testimonial
to Rev. J. P. Simonton, who will close his
long pastorate here next Sunday.

The ladies of the Unitarian society will
a salad supper &t the
vestry this

»
evening.
The Busy Bees will have another fair
and sale at the Methodist vestry this
Coroner C. R. Foster was called to
evening.
Bucksport C nter yesterday by the findAttorney-General H. E. Hamlin ia in
ot a body in the river there.
The
Houlton personally conducting the Dick- ing
body was identified as that of a boy
inson murder trial.
named Baker, who was drowned while
Capt. Ashton E. Lunt, of West Tremont, skating at Basin Mills early last winter.
has taken command of the EUsw’orth
F. Newman’s
The rebuilding of Q.
schoonei*F. H. Odiorne.
bouse on Park street, recently damaged
Mrs. Julia A. Crabtree, who has been
by fire, began this week. Frank R. Moore
visiting in Winter Harbor for the past few has the contract. The house will be remonths, has returned home.
built on the same general plan as the old
Capt. S. O. Moore left Monday for a trip one, but with additions and improve-

Masov.

Boston and New' York. He will be
gone for a week or ten days.
The last meeting of the literature club
will be held at the home of Mrs. L. F.
to

ments.

Giles,

The series of free lectures on cooking
that is being given at Odd Fellows hall by
Mias M. E. Robinson, a graduate of the
Boston normal school of domestic science,
is being well patronized by the housewives
of Ellsworth. The course closes next Friday afternoon.

next

Monday evening.

Mrs. F. C. Burrill left Monday for New
York for a short visit with her sisters,
Misses Bertha and Bernice Giles.
Memorial exercises for Chief Justice
Andrew P. Wiswell will be held at the
court room to-morrow afternoon.

uertmcaie oi

incorporation

oi

me

Ait.

Kebo Spring Water Co., organized at
Ellsworth, has been filed with the secre-

of state. The purposes named are to
Bellatty, who has been in tary
aerated water, soda,
for a short course in a commercial deal in spring water,
ale, etc. The capital stock is $200,ginger
arrived
home
last
college,
Thursday.
President and treasurer,
000.
Officers:
The Eastern Star will hold an important f¥p-.?les R. Barr ill, of Ellsworth.
business meeting at Esoteric hall Friday
;Tne woman’s auxiliary of the Congreevening. A lull attendance is desired.
gational church met with Mrs. L. A.
Among nominations by Gov. Cobb re- Emery yesterday. The attendance was

Harry M.

Boston
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ANCE~~THAT IN^URESJ,

absolutely without restrictions.
with but One Condition, namely: the payment of premiums,
providing for thirty days of grace in the payment of premium.
with Privilege of Loans at five per cent, interest after Policy has been in

1

force three yean.

Policy incontestable, except for non-payment of premiums from its date,
Policy automatically non-forfeiting after three full years’ premiums have
paid.
A Policy payable immediately on receipt of proofs of death in one sum, or
A
A

selected number of

instalments, or

in annual

been
in

a

instalments for life.

That's the Standard Annual Dividend

Policy

OF THE

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
For rate, and farther particulars apply to,

R. B.
O-

I

write

Ellsworth, Maine-

HOLMES, Agent,

W.

or

Me.

TAPLEY, Ellsworth.

INSURANCE.

BKAll ESTATE.
I Sell, Bay. Kent. Collect

All kinds. Pin. Life. Accident.
WArioe, Liability. dte&m-Boller, I «au, and look afior eener-

toetyBoude.

e

ity-
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GOODS,

NEW

:

10c to 75c Double RoH.

BUNDLES

ODD

liuv
v/u Mil vuut
tainment on bird land at Hancock hall
of the Helpsoraehow
Monday evening, April 29. The enter- week, the meeting
for Tuesday
tainment will be under the auspices of the society, which was appointed
evening, was postponed to Wednesday.
by Miss
The society was entertained
tttmcxtMcmaiii.
Corinne Smith at her home on Franklin
continued
of
the
in
and
spite
street,
storm a goodly number was present and a
ii
n most
enjoyable evening was spent. Different games were played, after which reINVESTMENTS.

own

Line sold

now

me

Electrical Power Co.
Ltd.

5 per cent.

$500,

$1,000.

City of New York, 3 1-2*8.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
3 l-2's.

Easy Terms.

nave

Maine & New Brunswick

$100,

in the Musical

on

and offer for sale

Denominations

Records.
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Mail orders

liaison neeorus

given prompt

ior

you

Price and full Particulars

ELLSWORTH, ME.
Franklin St.
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Chandler Hale, son of Senator Eugene
former secretary to the Amerihas been apcan embassy at Vienna,
pointed secretary of the American delegation to the peace conference at The Hague,
The delegates will sail about the middle
of May. The delegates are Joseph H.
Choate, former ambassador to Great
Britain; Gen. Horace Porter, former amM. Bose, of
bassador to France; U.
Arkansas, president of the Arkansas bar
association; David Jayne Hill, American
minister to the Netherlands; Brigadier-,
General George B. Davis, judge advocate
general C. S. army; Bear Adjutant Charles
M. Sperry, president of the naval war.
college; William I. Buchanan, chairman
of the American delegation to the Bio
conference.

I HaJe, and

Patrick Lahlff, ot Boston, Fell Into
River From Runway.
Patrick Lahifi, an Irish laborer who had
been at work on the new dam since the
last ot March, was drowned about 3
o’clock Monday afternoon.
wheelbarrow
Lahiff was pushing a
across a runway which crosses the river
just above the temporary foot-bridge.
He lost his balance and fell into the water.
He was swept over the rocks and throngh
the rapids which make at this point. He
was Been for a few minutes in the water
below the dam.
K. M. Cameron, who has jnst come here
as assistant to Chief Engineer Leonard,
2W>ntl«a.nr».
jumped from the crib-work on the west
bank ot the river in a brave attempt to
rescue the man, who was then swimming.
WE ALL WORRY TOO MUCfT.
Mr. Cameron was within ten feet of him
DISEASES.
ABOUT
when he sank and did not appear again.
If you will only take notice,
Labiff was about fifty years of age, and
the man with a good appetite
nothing was known here ot his relatives.
rand good digestion hasn't any
It was learned that he recently boarded
time for any disease of any
at 27 Warrenton street, Boston, and the |
kind. To get this good appepolice of that city have been asked to try i
tite try our
to find his relatives. He is supposed to !

NUMEROUS

have a sister living in Lowell, Mass.
The body has not yet been recovered.
The construction company has offered a
reward of f25 for its recovery.

ELIXIR CALI SAY A,
25c and 50c per bottle.
A trial bottle doesn’t cost much
and you will be convinced.
Made by

COMING EVENTS.

*"v»

WALL

were

served that

were

much

members became so interested that the
gathering aid not break up until later
than usual. The place of the next meeting was left in the hands of the president.

The Sunday service on the Mt. Desert
branch will be resumed May 5, leaving
Bangor at 6.06 a m. and arriving at Ellsworth at 7.19, and Bar Harbor at 8.40. The
return train will leave Bar Harbor at 4.50 p.
m. and will arrive in
Bangor at 7.25.
Commencing April 26, ferry steamers will
week
Harbor
Bar
leave
days-at 9.20 p. ra.,
connecting with the train leaving Mt.
10.05
for Portland and
Desert Ferry at
Boston, and after that date the 6.40 a. m.
steamer from Bar Harbor will be discontinued. Through sleeping cars will, commencing May 20, run between Boston and
Mt. Desert Ferry. Commencing June 3,
steamer service will be resumed for Southwest Harbor, leaving Bar Harbor daily at
8.45 a. m., after the arrival of the morning
train. Returning will leave Manset at
2.40 p. m., and arrive at Bar Harbor at
4.30 p. m., connecting with trains arriving
in Boston at 5.30 a. m. The summer
schedule takes effect June 10.
TiAKE WOOD.
Miss May French conducted services in
the church Sunday.

NATIONAL BANK
OP

Edward Carter, of Bluehill, spent
days with relatives hero recently.

Sidney Moore,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

ment at

who

has had

a

few

employ-

East Bluehill during the winter,

is at home.
9

We have

appreciated by the guests and that fully
sustained the reputat ion of the house of
Smith. The closing feature of the evening was a game of “clumps” in which the

on

Application.

attention.

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.,

DROWNED AT DAM.

■

GOLD BONDS

Phonographs
Everything

■

$25,000.00

J. A. THOMPSON, Mt,N rS„, I
l
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CARPETS.

s

LOTS.

co., new yomc.

ELECTRICAL :SS

Sc Double Roll, Up.
SEVERAL

novel, bakhwi bowmr

Ellsworth Greenhouse.

: SEVERAL HUNDRED ROLLS LAST YEAR’S PATTERNS, From 5

I

Pure.

SPRING FLOWERS

—

best bargains in paper hangings EVER OFFERED. 3

°ther*

n0

Absolutely

cently announced was that of Charles C. unusually large. Officers for the ensuing
ELLSWORTH.
GEORGE A. PARCHER. Druggist.
were chosen as follows:
President,
Burrill, of Ellsworth, as justice of the year
Monday, April 15—19, at Odd Fellows
Mrs. P. B. Day; vice-president, Mrs. C. H.
lectures.
hall—Free
cooking
peace.
Hodgman; secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
Wednesday evening, April 17, at UniThe annual convention of the Hancock J. H. Brimmer.
tarian vestry- Snpper.
son
of Clerk-ofMorris Knowlton,
county W. C. T. U. will be held in EllsARE ABUNDANT
Thursday, April 25, at Odd Fellows hall
worth Tuesday anl Wednesday, May 28 Courts John F. Kuowlton, who has an
—Supper and sale by Sunrise council, D.
AT THE
and 29.
important position with the educational of L., followed by dance. Supper 5.30 to
25 cents.
The Unitarian woman’s alliance will department in Porto Rico, has been given 7;
Tuesday and Wednesday, May 28 and 29,
meet at the parsonage to-morrow after- two months leave of absence, and will
Long-distant Telephone.
sail Jrora Porto Rico on April 22. This at Ellsworth—Annual convention of the
noon
at 3.
u3ome
Favorite
Subject:
Opening
will be his first visit home since going to Hancock county W. C. T. U.
“
2.30
m.
session
at
Poems.” Business meeting at 2.30.
him
his
Tuesday.
p.
Porto Rico. He will bring with
Monday, April 29, at Hancock hall—
Senator Eugene Hale is expected to ar- bride of a few months.
entertainment by Edward
boss at the dam had a “Birdland,”
I havepurcbased the ele -trlcal wiring business
The Italian
rive home this week. The servants have
Avis, with stereopticon illustrations and of tr*e
B. H. & U. K Power Co., aoa am prearrived, and the house is being put in narrow escape from being killed last imitation of birdsongs by voice andviolin. paid to do wiring of every description.
Fora fall from the ledge.
readiness for immediate occupancy.
by
COUNTY.
m Wlrisf ut Sapplics Cheerially Glvea.
Estimates
Thursday^
about
he fell on a rock
24 to 29—East Maine Methodist
ANDREW M. MOOR.
April
Among nominations announced by Gov. tunatelyfeet from the top ofplatform
and
the
ledge,
conference at Bar Harbor.
Ellsworth*
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
Cobb last week was that of B. £. Mason thirty
the only injury received was a bad cut on
to succeed E. K. Hopkins as chairman of the head from a rock which followed him
down the ledge. Monday one of the lathe board of registration of Ellsworth.
borers at the dam had his arm broken.
It is hoped to have the steamer Percy V.
Mary F., widow of Joseph Hennessey,
off the marine railway within another
of Ellsworth, died at Bangor Satweek. The boat is ready to go into com- formerly
urday, aged fifty-two years. Mrs. Hennesmission as soon as she can be launched.
sey. was the daughter of Morris Downey,
The Capital Cooking club, formerly the of this city, and had many relatives and
of
K.
will
hold
a
O.
C.,
may basket and candy friends here who learned with regret
Woolen, Linen. Art Squares, Straw Mattings, Rugs
death. She leaves two daughters.
sale April 27 in room No. 12, Manning her
The remains were brought to Ellsworth,
of all kinds.
block, formerly occupied by Miss Mabel and fdneral services wefe held at St.
Joy.
Joseph's Catholic church Monday mo**nFloor Oil Cloths from 1 to 4 yards wide.
Edward Avis will give his famous enter- in«-

|

l

uses

Rev. J. P. Simonton went to Trenton
to officiate at the funeral of
Mrs. Elizabeth Sargent, who died at Waltham, Mass., Sunday. Mrs. Sargent was a
former resident of Trenton. She was
sixty-eight years of age.

serve

I

Careful
Housewife

ii reported

Herbert R. Holmes bus been at home
from Phillipa for the past few days.

>.ilo feet of Ian * situate on sou’ll side and ai foot- f Sea street. Northeast Harbor,
Maine. This lot of land*is on the shore and title g veu to iow water ina- k.
John I) March place ai Bayslde with dwelling and stable; contains 30acres running to
the shore of Union river bay.
Georg* H. Gran residence, Fr nklln street. Ellsworth. Me.
H. W. Carr property. Water street, Ellsworth. Me. Apply to

The

Next Friday* Patriots’ Day, being a
legal holiday, the banks will be closed for
the day. The postoffice will be closed
from 9 a. m. until after the distribution of
the evening mail-about 9.30.

The Knights of Columbus gave t sociable at their hall last evening.

E. lsworth. Mb.

sale.

for

At the Friday evening service at the
the pastor, Rev.
R. B. Mathews, will preach a sermon appropriate to the day, Friday being Patriots’ Day, A special invitation ia cordially extended to the men.

Congregational chapel,

bCBKHCLB OF «atL*
AT IUAVUKT1 rt«TUfnCB
fa effect Dec. 9, 1Ut>6.

We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.

of

K. M. Cameron, of Montreal, recently
located in New York, has come to EllaWorth as assistant to J,' A. Leonard, chief
engineer of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Rower Co.

Lamoine Mb:
Frank L Hodgkins—Sloop for sale.
Boston, Mass:
Vv
The Hern Co—Designers of ladies* fashions.
Ngw York:
National Starch Co.

M'e will sail for yon.
We will rent for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

ADVKBTlHR.«KNT»|rHI| WBRK.

Statement—The Bankers Surety Co.
Mrs Owen Byrn—House of sale.

No. 16.

Vtjrrtiatmmts.

Mr. Avis will give
the various birds
and wifi imitate their song by voice and
Violin.

Whiting Bros—Meat, groceries, dry goods;

Op—

1-2

NKW

(

I

society.

stereoptioon views

Exec notice-Eat Qeo W Whitaker.
Probate notice—Est Frances Ellen Hopfcln*
et ala.
Eastern Steamship Co—Change In schedule.
New York Life Ins Co.
8 L Lord—Schooner and real estate for suit.
E F Robinson—Optician.

whether you watch it or not.
Money goes on interest four times a year.
Next regular semi-annual dividend at the rate of

i

Unitarian

LOCAL AFFAIR*.

1907.

just

Ft

m

_PAPERS.

received 10,000 rolls new spring wall
papers—latest patterns.
'Oc to 40c ier double roll.

I

READY-MIXED PAINTS
OUTSIDE

FOR

AND

81.50

>er

INSIDE

WORK.

1

gallon.

whitingIrothers,
ELLSWORTH.

LUNCH

UNION
under

OYSTER

Dirigo Club Rooms, /lain St

STEWS

SERVED

ROOMS,
Ellsworth.

Saturday Nights.

Everything brand new—rooms, furniture, table-ware, linen, and best of foods, and prompt service.:
MEALS SERVED FROM O A. M. TO MIDNIGHT.
B. T. Carter.
A. M. Barron.

Barred

Plymouth

Rock

Eggs

for

Hatching

The hatching season is now on, and I am prepared to furnish Eggs from my prize-winning
strain Barred Plymouth Rocks, bred both for utility and fancy. Wtnneis this season at Bangor,
Waterville and Portland. Fine laying strain of big brown eggs.

Eggs

$1.00 per 15;

Orders may be left at Austin n.

Joy’s.

$5.00 per 100.

FRED P.

HAYNES, Ellsworth,

Me.

Rrayar

Meeting Topic

For the

By REV. 3. H DCYLE.
Topic.—Wise ways to read wise book#.—
Prov. Iv, l-S.
We live in a reading age. The masir■....
}f reading matter that c:»m«
the pres*, from the daily ue vqhipc:.
to the most profound treat ires ; oi.
Ilgion. seie ce and philosophy bus nevIn the prist the
er been surpassed.
chief difficulty was the absence a.'
books. Today the great difficulty is the
There iabundance of literature.
scarcely a home without its cad es
magazines and In many cases libra; .e.*
ranging from a few books to an imIn Chs*
mense number of volumes.
tiau homes books of all character a:
to be found. Christian libraries are i.
longer limited to Baxter's “Saint’.'
Best
Bunyan’s “Pilgrim’s Progress
and Doddridge’s “lloly Living un
Ho.y I y...g. with an occasional work
of fi t:ou L d..eu away by the youag
pe p'.e of the home lest tlic eyes o.
par.•.its should look upon it. Public l
bra.ves ex.st by tlie hundreds and in
all:. ». e cry village and town as well
os in the large Ct.es. The fact is that
the be t as well ns the worst books of
tbv world, are accessible to almost every one who desires to read them.
The abum.a.ice of reading matter aim
Its easy access today form oue of the
**

greatest problems, so far as reading is
The difficulty of selection
concerned.
It is folly T...
Is a most serious oue.
suppo-e that any one can read all t:i
books that are even worth reouiug
The wise reader who reads to get wndom will make no attempt to Kurpas:In the quantity of reading. Quality ialwa/s desirable to quantity. A few
books well mastered are more valuanh
os a means of wisdom thau libraries
fitted with beautifully bound volume
the covers of which are seldom if eve*
opened. Books are written to be ri-a
i«
and not for ornamental purposes.
Will require no small amount of wis
dom to select the wise books that niv
to be wisely read, and most young pen
pie especially will need to be dirccte
III their reading by some one who h
had wide experience in the selection ot
the best books to be read.
It is safe to say, however, that some
books of all forms of literature should
be read. He is certainly an unw.se
reader who reads uothiug hut poetry
or history or fiction.
Poetry, history
essays, science, philosophy, religion aim
even fiction should all have some place
in

our

reaumg.

me

lies in fietiou.

grcaiesi uuugtv
la too much ol u

There
tendency today to read too much tic
tion, to read it so lightly as to euervu.t
the mind and especially to read fietioa
of doubtful moral character. When i;
comes to fiction tlie popular taste of !•day clamors too much for the sea>::
tioual. the unreal and even tlie immu
al.
Let it be known that a modern
novel is a little shady in character, at. ;
it is in great demand, as tlie librarian
at any public library can testify, lu
Is one of the incidentals in life tbu;
prove the perversity of the human
heart.
What we would not listen to
from the lips of auotber we are willing
to read in private.
ISut there is r.'
more dangerous reading than this. Tbe
goul of a young man or a young won
may be sailed forever by tbe reading
of one such book in a lifetime, and 1,1
the constant indulgence In such iitera
ture the inward life may be made
Wholly foul and unclean. Young people, as you value u clean, pure heart
cut out such reading.
It leads to ini
pure thoughts and imaginations ana
even, to impure deeds und should ha vino place In the literature of one who
desires by reading to he made better
end wiser. Moreover, there is an abun
dance of good Action not only in the
writings of the masters of the past,
hot In tbe modern books of Actiou
This la one of the places where we are
to "avoid tbe very appearance of evil."
What we should read should be detarmlned largely by gthe purpose of our
nuu( it is no longer considered a
dn to read good fiction to while away
Ml boor or simply for present enter
talnment, but we must guard against
■pending too much time upon this kind
«f reading. Nor is It necessarily uuWlae to follow to some extent our per
Mnal tastes in readlug.
No law re-

(Hires

us

to

ponder

over

Shakespeare

MMl Browning if we do not care for
What they have written, nor does it
betray a lack of literary taste to candidly confess that they do not appeal
to os. If we prefer poetry and other
poets, let ua follow our preference, hut
no one should read nothing but poetry.
History la one of the most profitable
forma of reading. But the cultivated
man or woman will want some knowledge of all the great authors and their
works, and it la amazing what can tie
accomplished by a little systematic
readlug along these lines every day
and even at odd times and moments.
The only rule Is to keep faithfully ut it.
To Christian Eudeavorers it is hardly
necessary to say that the Bible should
have the supreme place In our reading
There is no kind of literature that it
does not contain—history, poetry, law,
science, philosophy, letters and even
romance—and. above all. rightly read
and followed, It “maketh wise unto salvation.”
BIBLE

READINGS.

Ps. xix. 8-10; xclv, 12: Prov. 1, 1-7; li.
1-7: 111, 13-2.1; vili, 10, 11; John v, 39:
Acts xvil, 11; I Tim. iv, 13; II Tim. iii.
14-16.
Common Sense Elasticity.
That bright Irish Eudeavorer. Rev.
$. D. I-amour. says that "C. E.” stands
for common sense elasticity, and be
goes on to urge societies to use the utIn adapting to their
most freedom
needs the methods sent out by Christian Endeavor leaders or in rejecting
them altogether.
"For example.” ho
gays, “a society in the country is not
a
week. It may
obliged to >!)<•"'
meet once a *'
or once a mouth
If nothing better is possible.”
>

-■

EDIThl) BY "AUNT

Week

Beginning April 21.

It* Motto:

MADOk”.

“Helpful and Hopeful

succinctly
The purpose* of thl«» column
stated In the title and motto—It l* for the mutual
and
b»
be
hopeful.
alms
and
helpful
benefit,
Being for the common good. It 1* f»r the comInmon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In tbla capacity it solicit*

!

all communication*

BACKACHE AND

Mona?.'

<

DESPONDENCY
Are both symptoms of organic derangement! and nature's warning to
women of a trouble which will sooner or later declare itself.
How often do we hear women say.
“It seems as though my back would
break." Yet they continue to drag
along and suffer with aches in the
small of the back, pain low down in
the side, dragging sensations, nervnnsnpvh
a
d no ambition.
They do not realize that the back

to

Tun amevicah,
Ellsworth, Me.

CoF

AmericT

■

V CJ

iafatasussreas
condition

|

O

»«»

WEAVES* AND WEPT*.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

the loom of time we weaver* sit,
And weave a* the days go by.
With our mighty wisdom, or little wit.
Life * wonderful fabric, bit by bit.
At

!

gobelin tapestry.

Like

pattern unkenned the
fraught,.
Marked out by an unseen power.

loom

a

is

And the thread* are each deed and words
I
and thought.
Each impulse or fancy that comes unsonght,
And the shuttle, each passing hour.
There are threads of happiness, all of gold.
And the silver floss of peace.
And white of a spotlessness untold.
And purple and crimson, that i.e'er grow old,
‘Till the weary loom shall cease.

for many years the most
made from native roots and herbs hss been
such a record
successful remedy in such cases. No other medicine lias
of cures of feminine ills.
S.F/sritM.Miss Lena Nagel, of 117 Morgan St.. Buffalo.
nervous prostration
Ity b«!k
completely worn ont and on the verge of
of pain, waa subject to At*
ached all the time. 1 had dreadful periods
weak and tired.
of crying and extreme nervousness, and was always
cu"d “*
Lydia E Pinkhama Vegetable Compound completely
Female
cares
Complaints,
Lrdia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Organic Diseases.
such'as Backsche. Falling and Displacements, and all
It strengthens and
Dissolves and expels Tumors at an eai’ft stage.
Cures Headache and Indigestion fnd invigorates
tones the Stomach.
the whole feminine system.
ni
.....
Women suffering from any fonmof female weakness

j

invited to

are

we

And

the crimson

no

sombre

o’er

our

We stand at the back of the fabric wove,
With its sorrow and mystery.
With its broken threads of our tenderest
love.
And its knotted ends: but time may prove
When the other side we see.
That the Master Hand, that the pattern
laid.
Needed sorrow's sombre tone:
And that only its softening depth of shade
'Gainst the brilliance the gold and purple
made.
Could have
Selected

by

troys.

vidual donations to

longer bright.
a
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Have your
lasses, don't use New Orleans.
fire right, and feel sure that you will succeed.
There is a little book called the Rumford
cook book, which tells how to make bread,
cake, puddings aud sauces, and some other
things. I used to like Mrs. Lincoln’s Boston
cook book.
It pictures the food out. some of
it in such a fine way that the inexperienced
know
how
it should be served. Insist
may
upon being let alone by outsiders when you
wish to cook a good meal and serve it properly. Tell John to keep out of the kitchen at
that time.
M. A. B.
April 8.

Yes, M. A. B., and let beginners have
the pantry and kitchen to themselves,

gained from him, “Well done.'*

Janet

—Edward Cheater Smith.
longtime aqo but true al

will do much better.

Now I

am

going to

share with you the

“good night” I promised a few weeks ago.
The sender rays:
“A gentleman whose
life had been stormy in its yesterdays and
promised to be tumultuous in its tomorrows visited a friend.
Upon being

shown to the guest chamber his eyes fell
upon this “good night”—a beautiful motto
Madge and Sister$:
As he got into
I am not worthy to be called niece or sister \ for such an apartment.
by .any of you, for 1 am so negligent and dila- bed he felt that the angel of “peace on
but forgive me. until seventy times earth, good will toward men” had dropped
tory.
seven, mayhap: am going to try and make
a benediction upon him.
amends. May 1 be permitted to? I do enjoy
GOOD NIGHT.
hearing from you all—feel near to everyone.
Sleep sweet within this quiet room,
I think K will find Edward Bulwer Lytton
O, friend, who e’er thou art:
author of the beautiful poem. "Unbelief.”
And let no mournful yesterdays
1 have had it for many years, intended for a
Disturb thy peaceful heart;
scrap book that I never get time to make. Nor let to-morrow scare
thy rest
Will some 6ister send a recipe for making
With dreams of coming ill.
"bard” gingerbread? It is something I could
»
Thy Maker is thy changeless friend.
never accomplish. Am making a collection
His love surrounds thee still.
of postcards, and would gladly exchange
with all thy woes;
Forget
thyself
with any sister in M. B. Our friend, "ye
Put out each feverish light;
editor.” has my address.' Hoping to be
The stars are watching overhead,
N.
granted forgiveness, will come again.
j Sleep sweet, good night, good night.
We have not forgotten you, though it has
.=
been a long time since you reported yourm 6 $
u
self to the column, and we will forgive
you if you will come again. Thank you
East Surry, April 8, 1907.
for answering K’s inquiry. Some of the
sisters will send recipe you desire; in the Dear White Ribbon-re:
How many have read the speech of
meantime you can try one of these that
Speaker PoWers? I wish every union had
Aunt Madge uses.
the whole of it and would read it at their
Hard Gingerbread—One-half cup each of
I have seen extracts in several
sugar, molasses, sweet milk (or water; and meetings.
shortening, one teaspoon soda slightly papers and read
every word; there is
rounded, one-half teaspoon ginger, and. if
liked, the same amount of cassia, salt if the something new in each. How apt are the
shortening is "fresh”. Stir thick with flour. stories of the mule, the calf and the bull.
Sometimes I take it onto the moulding board,
I do hope the calf story will be reknead it lightly and roll it out to nearly the
size of the baking tin. cue could roll it with membered at each of the
town caucuses in
a creased roller or crease it on top each way
1906. We all have interest and influence,
with a knife.
if not votes. I don’t care to vote, bnt
Here is another:
shall use what influence I have, and hope
Hard Gingerbread—One cup molasses,
to know how to use it aright. That is one
one teaspoon soda dissolved in a little hot
water, perhaps a table* poonful, one teaspoon
of the W. C. T. U.—to uplift and
ginger, two tablespoons butter. Mix bard; object
roll thin.
eduoate. 1 am glad 1 became a white ribboner, if I am an isolated one. I believe
near Ann* maage:
I want to Mud yon Just a line to tell you I am a better woman for it. Let us keep
J. A. C.
how much I enjoyed yonr letter, also letters the tie that binds us strong.
_

Dear Aur»I

_________

from the other M. B. sisters. I am comfortable, although confined to my bed. Yet 1
hope to be better soon as the warm spring
days come, and 1 can get out of doors again.
1 have received letters from Sadie. Annt
Maria and Aunt Madge, which were very
helpful and encouraging. Now will you
pleMe mention this through the M. B. column. and thank them for their kindness as 1
am unable at present to acknowledge them,
but hope to in the future? 1 want them to
know that I appreciate their letters and good
wishes contained in them. With love to you
O. K.
and the M. B. sisters, from

The county convention will be with the
! Ellsworth onion, and we hope all who
find their names on the programme will
! try and be here ready for work. Let os
this one of the best conventions we
| make
have ever held. Mrs. Jennie Seamans, of
oar own State, will be with os
Wednesday.
This has been a very good year, and God
has been with ns, when we atop and think
how near we came to losing oar deer
prohibitory law, the vote being 73-68.
The liquor law has been well enforced in
Hancock county, bnt we must not feel at
though our work was done. Dear Mrs.
Stevens says we have just begun. Let us
keep on for God and home and every land.
Let us throw ourselves out into the
thickening battle; let us live the life of
action, which is the only true and happy
life. Yours affectionately,
Mbs. O. M Alexandeb,

_

Thanks for the answer to [K’s request,
and 1 hope we may hjpar from “John’s
wife” again.
We are glad to count you
as one of us.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Some of my sisters may think that I am not
interested in cookery because I send no
recipes. Allow me to tell them that I use all
recipes given by Fannie Merritt Farmer and
find them infallible. Her success is in her
methods of putting together the ingredients.
If you, one and all, will follow her directions
carefully (I don’t always) you will find there
is no such word as fail. Use the kind of
flour that she recommends—pastry flour for
every thing where flour is needed, except
yeast bread, and if she says Porto Rico mo-

The Price of Health.
“The price of health in a malarious district is just 25 cents: the cost of a box of
Dr. King’s New Life Pills,” writes Ella
Slayton, of Noland, Ark. New Life Pills
cleanse gently and impart new life and
vigor to the system. 26c. Satisfaction
guaranteed at E. G. Moose’s, druggist.

a sum

ample

Nelson R. Jelliaon, veteran,
living on
Water 8t., Ellsworth, Me., says: “Whenever I hear anybody complain of

to meet

all

3inong tl)c ©rangers.

expenses.
The minor features have not yet been
decided upon, but many things have
This column Is devoted to the Grange, es- fully
pecially to the granges of Hancock county. been suggested, among them a big outThe column is open to all grangers for the door horse show. It is planned to make
discussion of topics of general interest, and Wednesday New England day: have all
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters the New
England governors present and
short and concise. All communications must have a civic and trades
procession on that
be signed, but names will not be printed exfollowed by illuminations and fireAll com- day,
cept by permission of the writer.
works in the evening.
munications will be subject to approval by
An effort will be made to have President
the editor, but noue will be rejected without
I Roosevelt present on Friday, and as he is
good reason.
to be in Province town on Thursday of
that week to take part in the dedication
DATES.
of the Pilgrim monument, there is good
Wednesday, April 24—Meeting of Green
reason to hope he will be able to come.
Mountain Poirona with Cushman grange,
; Boston possesses many monuments and
Goulds boro.
| landmarks of events connected with the
Saturday, April 27—Meeting of Hancock early period of our national life. These
Pomona
with
Halcyon grange, alone attract thousands of visitors to the
county
North Bluehill.
city every year, and “seeing Boston” is

kidney

trouble or backache I always advise them
to get Doan’s Kidney Pills at E. Q.
Moore’s drug store and use them is
directed.
of

SEAGIRT, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Seagirt grange met April 6, Worthy
ter Stinson

presiding. Owing to bad

Mastrav-

eling and illness, bjt a small number was I
out. Officers absent, four vacancies were
filled by Bro. Earle Sylvester, W. O.; Bro. |
Charles Byrant, chaplain; Bro. Bryon
Tracy, lecturer, and Sister Vestie Stinson,
L. A. steward. The programme and topic
for discussion were carried over until next
meeting. Candy was passed.

from

CAHTINE.

Castine grange met Saturday evening,
April 6; present, thirty-six. The third
and fourth degrees were conferred on
three candidates.
At the close of the
grange,

a

fine

supper

wag

served.

SEDGWICK.

Sedgwi?k grange met April 12,
good attendance, worthy master
chair.

The

ment and

a

with

a

in the

brothers furnished entertainfine treat.

coming to be regarded as more than a
pleasure; “it is a school of history whose
*
pupils are drawn from the whole world.
During oid home w eek, July 28 Aug. 3,
special advantages will be afforded to
visit all historic places in this vicinity.
This fact should appeal especially to students and teach-:Ts in public schools, as a
vacation trip promising more of both
pleasure and profit than this suggests can
hardly be conceived.
I am glad to know Ellsworth is arousing

Programme: Sing-

ing, Frank Marks

and John Orcutt; quesit pay the farmer to keep'a
tion:
dog?” opened by lecturer, who, not in
favor of dogs, caused some laughter; recitation, Brother Marks; quotations. The
brow a-tailed mothg was discussed. One
member was received by demit.
“Does

RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Rainbow grange met April 11; usual at-

tendance.

Readings, songs, questions and
dialogues formed the programme. At recess, games were played.
Very few got

out Friday night on acof bad road* and weather. One candidate was instructed in the first and
second degrees.
One member was received by demit.
count

ABBUTCS, SUBBT.
grange held an interesting
meeting April 12 with forty-eight present,
and the overseer in the chair. It was decided to raise the amount asked for by
Good Will farm, by collection.
There
will be work in first and second degrees
at the next meeting.
Arbutus

Building the Pyramids.
Hoisting-machines were used in both
Assyria and Egypt six thousand or more

years ago. In order to hoist the great
stones of the pyramids, some form of
derrick was employed. Probably the first
construction was that which is now known
County President.
to mechanics as the shear-legs. This is
made of two great timbers tied together in
in the form of a capital A, the two ends
Toddy Pond Dam.
The Shaw syndicate which owns the resting on the ground and a
rope being
1
over and attached at the
water power at the outlet of Toddy
top. With
pond run
the pyramid-builders could
and at Alamoosook lake, has completed the one of these
have raised large stoneB step by step,
i work on the dam at Toddy pond. The which was doubtless their method.
dam is built of granite and cement 195
We can imagine we see the great Aframe leaning over an incline of perhaps
feet long and fourteen feet in height.
fifty degrees, with a block of stone tied on.
I The work of laying the pipe for the Then
a great crowd of men get hold of the
will
be
as
penstock
pushed
rapidly as pos- rope on the opposite side, perhaps assisted
sible. The plant will furnish light for by some draft oxen, and all strain and pull
A-frame stands erect and the
both Orland and Bucksport, and also fur- until the
stone is swung up into the air, where it
nish power for manufacturing plants.
can be pushed into
the desired place.
Such a contrivance could be used to lift
stones six or eight feet, which was sufDoing Business Again.
ficient for the construction of the first
“When my friends thought I was about pyramid.
Doubtless better
hoistingto take leave of this world, on account of devices were constructed as more pyramids
were built—Circle.
indigestion, nervousness and general debility,” writes A. A. Chisholm, Treadwell,
Bitten by a Spider.
N. Y., “and when it looked as if there waB
poisoning caused by a
Through blood
no hope left, I was persuaded to try Elecspider bite, John Washington, of Bostric Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they queville, Tex., would have lost his
leg,
I am now doing business which became a mass of running sores
are caring me.
had he not been persuaded to try Buckagain as of old, and am still gaining len’s Arnica Salve. He writes:
“The
daily.” Best tonic medicine on earth. first application relieved, and four boxes
Guaranteed by E. Q. Mooke, druggist. healed all the sores.” Heals every sore.
50c.
25c. at E. G. Moose’s, druggist.

|

•

coma.

Three months ago 1 was almost helpless.
There was a constant pain which was
very
annoying, and in addition to that there
was retention of the kidney
secretions

The

cordial welcome is
always gratifying, but it can hardly be
relied upon to bring in new industries.
Would it not be w ell for the board of trade
to send delegates to Boston on old home
week? It seems to me that no time or
place could afford them better opportunities to come in contact with capitalist
assurance

of

a

manufacturer, and to present the advantages which Ellsworth has or w ill have
to offer in the near future.

and

BAR

Review of

HARBOR HOSPITAL.

Wqrk

of

caused me severe suffering. I
beard of Doan’s Kidney Pills, got a box,
and can say that they worked wonders in
my case. It required the use of only
three boxes to
rect all the

cure

the backache and

other difficulties.

cor-

I consider

this the best kidney remedy 1 know ot,
and it is

pleasure to recommend such s
preparation.”
For aale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milbnrn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
s

valuable

j
j

agents for tbe United States
Remember the name-Doan
no

j

and take

ot her.

Sttam.

Bailroab* anC

[From the Bar Harbor Record.]
It it always interesting to review the
work of local inatitutiona to determine 11
poeaible whether or not they measure bp
to the standard that the public has a
to

Commencing Dec. 9, 1906.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AM

P M P M
3 30.
4 10
Sullivan.
4 50
Mt Desert Ferry.11 30 5 2010 05
WaukeagS Fy. 11 37 5 2710 12
Hancock. 11*40 5 3010 15
Franklin Road. 11* 19 *5 3910 25
Wash'gt'n June. 11 Mllg.58’5 4710 45
ELLSWORTH. It 12 12 05 5 5510 52
Ellsworth Falls. H 17 12gl0 6 0210 57
Nicolin. lit® 12*23 -6 1511*10
Green Lake. ll 89 12*31 6 2411 19
Phillips Lake.;ilf47 12*39 *6 3111*17
Holden.ill 55 12*46 6 3811 35
Brewer June.. 12 15 1 05 6 581155
Bangor, Ex St. 12 22 1 12 7 0612 41
BANGOR, MC. 12 25 1 15 7 1012 05
A M A a
PM
PM
Portland. 4 W 6 00 12 45 4 20
Boston. 7 50 9 15 5 30 7 »

expect.

The Bar Harbor Medical and Surgical
Hospital is a great convenience to the
many people who have need of its services, both summer and winter. Daring
the summer months it is nearly always
crowded, bnt in winter only a few patients
are aurally treated. The past
winter,
however, or more properly the past six
have
fonnd
the hoapital with
months,
many more patients than ever before in
any corresponding six months. This
should certainly be accounted for in part
by the high regard in which the hospital
is held by those who know it most intimately and are aware of the careful treatment that is accorded the patients.
Sixty-three patients have been treated
daring the past tlx months and only one
death has occurred, and that was s practically hopeless esse when it wes entered in
the hospital. This record Is ell the more
remarkable when the reader is reminded
of the fact that nearly all of the cates were
surgical and the percentage of deaths in
surgical cases, of course, is very much
greater than in medical cases. It is very
gratifying to the promoters and supporters of the hospital to have the
public avail
itself so liberally of its advantages.
It is well to add that in a large measure
the success of the hospital has been
due to the loyalty and
ability of the
local physicians. The public
probably
does not realize to what extent Bar Harbor physicians have not only availed
themselves of the opportunities to work
with some of the best physicians and
surgeons in the country, who summer at
Bar Harbor, but also to expend time and
money in taking post graduate courses in
large cities.
Can You Believe Your Senses?
When two of them, taste and smell,
having
been impaired if not utterly
destroyed, by
Nasal Catarrh, are fully restored
by Ely’s
Cream Balm, can you doubt that this
remedy
deserves all that has been said of it
by the
thousands whom it has cured? It is
applied
directly to the affected air-passages and
begins its healing work at once. Why not
get it to-day? All druggists, or mailed
by Ely
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York, on receipt
of 50 cents.

A

M

BAR HARBOR. 10 30

Sorrento...

the Institution

During the Past Winter.

right

which

1

suppliant attitude standing
with outstretched hands beckoning to
capital from without to come to her aid
and help bring back the thrift of by-gone
days. I hear her board of trad? saying,
“let us know when you are coming, and
we will meet you.’'

me

a

her in

now see

NEW^ CENTURY, DEDHAM.

No meeting of New Century grange was
held April 13, because of the severe storm.
Next meeting, April 27.

her state of commercial

Doan’s Kidney Pills cured

very stubborn case of kidney complaint after all other remedies had failed.

|

PENOBSCOT.
COUNTY CONVENTION.

We all hope you will soon be able to be
about again, and are glad if the letters we
Mnt you brought a bit of good cheer to
Dear Aunt Madge:
I have never asked for admission into the
charmed circle of M. B. sisters, but I read
every word of the column each week and enjoy the letters very much, 1 noticed in the
issue of March 27, “K” asks for the author of
the little poem at the head of the M. B. colI have the same poem among my
umn.
scraps and the author is Bulwer Lytton.
John’s Wife.

by

city

we

And down through it all runs
thread
Of the troubles that all must bear.
Of the uustaunched sorrowing
dead.
Of bitter tears in the silence shed,
Of the load of grief and care.

you.

Coinfiiriing WoiC

_

Women
Mrs. Pinkham’s Standing InviUtion to

tarnish the gold and silver sheen.
soil the spotless white.
And the gorgeous purple, or blue serene.
Grow dim and dull where our touch has been.
Yet

Anu

in’dlna.

lenajna®ee..

of the feminine organs or kidneys, and that aches
diseased
and pains will continue until the cause is removed.
a

With

The sixteenth annual session'
0I .u
Boston Is now Preparing Cor Such a East Maine MethodUt conference
will
held at the MethodUt church in
Celebration.
Bar n,
bor from Tuesday, AprU
23, to
[ Written lor The Ambeic-ak by E. F. Redman.
29.
April
formerly cf Ellsworth.]
The presiding bishop will be
H
To America* readers perhaps the mere White
Warren, D. D„ U„ D„ G|
to
is
sufficient
week
mention of old home
rado. Bishop Warren ia one of the
ol(W
awaken either pleasant memories of the
and moat eminent Methodists in
:
past or eager anticipations of days to and baa been a
bishop twenty-seven ys,„
We are wont to associate with this !
come.
The local arrangements are
under thi
event the return of those living in the
direction of Revs. 8. L. Hanscom
and B
cities, or centres of industry, to the quiet W.
Hanscom, pastor* of the Bar Harbor
of the farm or village home, so the anchurch. Transportation at reduced
rate,
nouncement that Boston is to have an
baa been granted on all
railroad and
old home week celebration seems almost a
steamboat lines.
reversal of the usual order.
The extent of the preparations already
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy pl
taking shape may come as somewhat of a
ply complexion, headache*,
surprise. It is apparent, in view of what tion. Thin blood makes nausea,
you weak, pale
has already been done, that it is the insickly. Burdock Blood Bitters mokw
the
tent ion to make this an occasion of inter- j blood rich,
red, pure-restores perfect
health
est not only to those who can lay claim to j —Ad*t.
nativity or a former home m Boston, but
to many more who have never lived here
i&cfiical.
and perhaps have never been within eight
of Banker Hill monament or the state
house dome.
A committee of 1,000 has been chosen to
have general charge of the celebration, of
Ellsworth Households Will
which Mayor Fitzgerald it chairman and Many
list
treasurer.
The
L.
Find Them So.
Henry
Higginson,
of vice-chairmen includes the names of
To have the paina and aches of
a bad
Governor Guild, ex-governors of the state.
back removed; to be entirely free
from
United States senators,
congressmen, ]
judges and other prominent professional annoying, dangerous urinary disorder!, is
and commercial men. There will be spec- enough to make any kidney sufferer
grateial auxiliary committees sad a strong ful. To tell how this
great change can be
finance sub-committee. It is expected
brought about will prove condoning
that an amount will be appropriated by
words to hundreds of Ellsworth
indibe
the
which will
increased
readers

a!

nre

communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect- Communications roust be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will oe subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

Methodist Conference

OLD HOME WEEK.

flMcrtiatmcnta.

itiuioal Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR-
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Bangor. Ea 8t. (05 10 35 3 24 616
Brewer June.
( 12 10 42 3 31 661
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Green Lake. 8 4? ll 20 4 03 19 41
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4 29 9»
ELLSWORTH. 7 18 11
Waah’gt’n June. 7 •> 11 Mi 1 3914 14
Franklin Bond.17-8812 00
‘*
Hancock. 'tr 48 12 161.
Wankeag. S Vy. 7 40 12 l*.,
lit Desert Ferry. 17 55 12 25.6®
Snlliean... 8 21..
Sorrento. 855.
.J
7®
BAR HARBOR. 080 120
Trains leaving Ellsworth 728 a m and 429 p
to. and arriving Ellsworth 11.12 a m. 10 52 pm.
connect with Washington Co. Rv.
4 Stop on signal to conductor,
g Stops only to leave passenger, from poin®
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to ana from FurtlaM,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly request!) to procure tickets before entering the trains,art
®
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls

50|

■

eajieciaU^

F. R. BOOTHBY, G. P- A T. AGEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Prea. and GenT Manager.

■ASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mount Desert *

Commencing

Hloohlll Dnisloo-

Monday,

leave Bar Harbor

at

11

a

m,

Aprl 15,

Mondays,

w

e

^

day and Saturdays for Seal Harbor, Mn,
M>ort^T5
Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Brook
wick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle lalesboro &t
Harbor;, and Rockland, connecting with
«.

for Boston.
Steamer leaves Base Harbor

er

at

10

a

tn.

for
days, Wednesdays and Saturdays
Tremont. Bluehlll. South Btachlll.
North Haven and Rockland, connecting
steamer

Mon0

for Boston.

RETURNING
Leave Boston at 5 p m Mondays. Tuesday9*
Thursdays and Frldavs.
..rival of
Leave Rockland at 5.80 a m, or o»>
aD(i
steamer from Boston, Tuesdays, rrna.v
Sundays, via Intermediate landings
All freight, except livestock, is
Are and marine risk.
K. 8.

Insured again*

M*10*SHEBBAK. Supt.. BocklAnd,

OLD MAINE

SOCIETY.

MAINE TWO
UKE IN EASTERN
GENERATIONS AGO.
PROPLR OPT8N
gntPLR LIPS
RICH IN
POOR IN POCKBT BUT
HAPPINRW—

THg

--

(George

E.

Oooglns In Bangor Commercial.]

aa it Was fifty years
Eastern Maine life
the tide of emigration had
ago before
bast material, la an
carried ofl mnch of ita
of Ita direct
interesting etndy because
bearing upon oar notional growth, and a
casual glimpaa at* it may aid the student
of the future in reconstructor historian
which was quits general in
ing a society
to the
other parte of New England prior
The trials, hardships and
Civil war.
of those pioneers have become a

comforts
tradition.

who settled the oonntry bethe Penobscot and St. Croix rivers
from Maaaachuwere mostly emigrants
oetts and Casco bay. They came up the
ooeet in small vessels Just before or right
after the Revolution. They settled about
the beye or, ascending rivers, founded settlements in the interior where trade with
the Indiana was possible or timber plentiful for lumbering. They were not adventurers, but people of good Anglo-Saxon
blood who wars looking tor future homes
These people was*
in eastern Maine.
later followed by a few trench emigres
who settled about Frenchman’s bay, near
ut. Desert island. The early population
was composed of farmers, fishermen, seafarer., shipbuilders and small mechanics.
Washington county, the most eastern
county in the United States, has ever been
bar
a lumbering section, and many of
sons in recent years hare been prominent
in the development of the great timber
states of Oregon, Washington and Minne-

people

The

tween

sota.

Bat the people who came alter the Revolution were not the pioneer* of the land.
As early as 1775 there was quite a large
settlement st Mach las, for it was there
that Jeremiah O’Brien and a few followers fought the first naval battle of the
American Revolution, “The Lexington of
the Seas,” when they captured the British
schooner Margaretta, June 12, 1775, five
days before the battle of Bunker Hill.
The early settlers found good farming
lands, and rivers and bays teeming with
all kinds of fish, and vast stretches of
timber lands bordering upon the sea.
Shipbuilding had become a leading industry of eastern Maine as early as 1812.
By the middle part of the last century the
region could boast of a considerable population. but with the discovery of gold in
California and with the opening up of the
great empire beyond the Mississippi, emigration to these lands began, snd has
continued at intervals ever since that day.
The Civil war also aided in thinning the

population.
During the period of which we write the
population consisted of farmers, fisher-

seafarers, lumbermen, shipbuilders,
were
also many mechanics,
jacks-at-all-trades, and common laborers.

men,
aad

there

About this time a few tourists from New
York and other cities began to be attracted into the country by the picturesque scenery which abounds about
Frenchman’s bay and other places on the
coast.
When Jefferson Davis and party
camped upon the Epplng plain in the
summer of 1865 they found the country
abounding in blueberries—a region that
has since become famous.
Life among the people was simple and
unpretentious. If there was any distinction of classes the people were hardly
conscious of the fact, though some people
were regarded a little better than others
and a little better off In the world’s goods.
But as all men met on an equality and
touched elbows freely at all public functions, there was no society that one could
call aristocracy.
As one passes through
the country one can now see evidences of
the old condition, either in architecture or
manners of dress, which have survived the
old days. This county, being the last to
be penetrated by a railroad has preserved
much of its former manners, customs and
traditions. In no part of New England is
the old
town-meeting so well preserved
and so much revered as in eastern Maine.
The relations between public men and
their supporters are still very close snd
•utuuaie,

ana elections are not.

The death recently of William Freeman
removed from eastern Maine about the
i*et of the distinguished men of the old
regime. He was a typical New England
gentlemen, h sketch of his life would be
most interesting and give the world a
truer ides of eastern Maine life before the
Uivil war. Mr. Freeman’s father, William
Freeman, senior, came from Massachusetts, while his mother was a Gifford, of
another old Massachusetts family. William, senior, settled on the Narraguagus
at Cherryfleld.
He came up to Maine in
the early part of the last
century, bringing with him the deeds of several valuable
townships which bore the seal of the
General Court of Massachusetts.
William, his son, was educated in the
Boston Latin school and Dartmouth coltage, and at'an early age became a member
o! the
Washington county bar, forming a

co-partnership

with his father. Some of
Bis early associates at the bar were Frederick A. Pike, Bion
Archibald

•McNiohol. John C.
Lynch—name# once

Bradbury,

Talbot and John F.
familiar and distingnished in the State of Maine.
Mr. Freeman
during the latter part of
bis life devoted much time to
agriculture,
*nd his farm and
gardens, modelled after
aome °ld
English estate, were among the
®°*t fertile and beautiful of the State.
He was a member of the
Farmers’ Alliance
fBe United States, and attended several
of its
conventions as a Maine delegate.
He was a
man of some culture and his
‘hrary was large and well selected. He
»»s a
type of the country lawyer, and the

disagree with Tout Probably It
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Dr.
Health Coffee.
Hhoops

«ory

or nil

only

as

heart X? Jf? Mocha Coffee. If your stomach,
«•“'» »*and Coffee drinking,
try
ioa Ji!itb Godee- It la wholesome, nounafaI*’* n*c« even for the
you’nv??*
la,!tJ,!ying“*'8t child. Sold
by O. A. Pakches.
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not

These vessels were *11 built In
home shipyards
where the industry
flourished (or many years.
At^Maohlas
and other places men carried on a profitable lumbering business and shipped
muoh of their lumber in square-riggers to
South American ports.
Politics was a serious business. In the
town meeting n ere made the laws of the
municipality, taxes raised and town
officers elected. Here were fonnd the
most influential dtisens, serving the town
without pay and (or the good of the public. “The state was the expression of the
law, the foundation of honor, the embodiment of all the civic virtues and her sons
In honor owed her free service.”
Every man was s politician. These men,
Isolated aa they were from thickly populated places where railroads brought the
voters into closer proximity with the teat
of government, were obliged to depend
upon their weekly newspapers (daily
papers being very few) for their political
gossip and information; and at they subscribed only to papers of their own political faith, their opinions were usually of a
narrow and one-sided character. Oratory
was in much favor with the common people, and the young man who had the courage and ability to maken speech in town

riggers.

meeting
thought

or

political

convention

was

possess the right timber for a
congressman. Eloquence alto was a powerful factor in the court room and the
lawyer who could make the best “plea”
was very apt to win a verdict from the
to

jury.
*ue

ncmuoiu ana

pleasures

ok mm

people were rigorous and rather primitive.
They found amusement in the county fairs
and
fair

the
The
muster.
genera
(till
survives
old
but
the
general musters of a half century ago
have passed with the going of the old
militia laws. On these military days the
able-bodied citizens came out to be drilled
by Oeneral Samuel Moore or some other
military dignity in t^e manuel of Scott.
Sham battles were fought on the green,
and the country folk from the towns
came to witness the exhibition.
It was a
ue vuugn wore bduu iuq
nestled Demost picturesque show and served the
tween the hills where water power was people as a holiday. The motley array of
ample or overlooked some quiet bay where soldiery that presented itself for drill was
shipbuilding and Ashing were the prin- as picturesque and incongruous as that
cipal industries. But beyond these were exhibited at Fort Cassimir, so faoetlously
large fertile farms dotting the country described by Irving.
and making wide openings in the forest.
And there was always something more
The farmers lived in plain but comfort- than a sham battle at these musters.
able houses, many of which are still stand- The muster being an athletic contest or
ing with the marks of great age upon meet, wrestling or boxing matches were
Houses in Washington county frequent, and from these, fistic battles
them.
often followed as a mutual consequence, a
over 100 years old are quite numerous.
They are of that archictecture now called general row not being regarded out of
colonial, a story and a half, and are heavy tune with the institution. Ludicrous as
and square in plan; others, now gone, or were some of these drills, they fitted young
built over, were of two stories and had men for real battle and when their counsharp, slanting roofs. There were double- try called them a few years later nearly all
barreled houses, built for two families, responded with a will. Maine’s record in
with a spacious hallway between the two the Rebellion is unequalled by any northsections. A peculiar and moat interesting ern state.
Colonel Hiram Burnham, Hancock’s
feature anent these downcast houses is
that nearly all were built facing the water, right-hand man in many a fierce fight, was
educated in this primitive military school.
as the bay or river was the only highway
Over He was a conspicuous figure at musters.
at the time of their construction.
the front door grew a honeysuckle When trouble arose between the United
and
not
far
a
or
lilac,
away States and England over 'he Aroostook
There were but few boundary, Captain Burnham placed his
was the orchard.
gardens. The average farmer kept no company of well-drilled militia men at the
lawn, but allowed the grass to grow under service of his country. He was a man of
the very window sills, believing that a little education, but of good blood, and
few stacks of hay would add more to his was a natural-born leader. In the Civil
comfort and happiness than a beautiful war he rose to be a brigadier-general and
lawn. The women kept a few flowers, but was killed while gallantly leading a charge
they were conflned to a small space usu- at Chapin’s Farm, Va., in May, 1864.
Besides these public functions there
ally in front of the house. Mr. Freeman
were
was an exception to/the average farmer,
many private parties and kitchen
for bis flowers thirty years ago were fa- dances were frequent among the country
In horti- folk. A chopping bee or bunting party
State.
mous throughout the
culture but tew men have since excelled was invariably followed by a good, oldfashioned “shake down’’ in some spacious
him.
The houses were fairly well furnished, kitchen, there being no hall in the comthough they contained nothing of an munity. Here were gathered the young
elaborate or extravagant character. Com- beaux and belles, and even the old folks
fort and not show was the farmer’s ideal. came on the floor for a hop or Virginia
The “fore room” was cosy and attractive, reel. If there was no fiddler at hand, then
though it could seldom boast of a carpet some of the best female singers listed for
/
or
mahogany furniture. The spacious the dancers.
loo
typical iiortueru woman was infireplace was there and the usual pair of
brass andirons. The old-fashioned clock dustrious,
religious, and sympathetic,
towering from floor to ceiling and which though not always refined or cultured.
would now be the envy of some of our She knew very little of music, art or
modern homes, stood against the wall. literature, but she was a good mistress
The parlor was well furnished, with its and knew how to manage the boys and
haircloth and mahogany furniture, but girls. She was an adept in making jellies
this was seldom opened except when the and preserves and other delectable dainties
lor the table. Her dairy was a marvel of
minister or some other dignitary called.
There were no rich men in the country, neatness, and her wheel or shuttle was
but all lived like kings and enjoyed life. ever busy manufacturing yarn and cloth
Everybody kept open house and hospital- for family wear. She kept the girls busy
and tolerated no idleness within her doity^ abounded in every town. No people
in America were ever more generous or main. It is a signal commentary upon the
hospitable than the people of eastern lives of these good housewives that many
Maine. None were ever more industrious of their daughters are among the be9t
or economical.
Every farmer kept a well- women of the country.
filled larder. In his cellar were vegeThe
peop^i were poor in pocket, but
tables, cider and perhaps a barrel of old they always provided schools for their
New England. He had at all times of children.
There were a few academies
year plenty of meat, and if he wanted a where the m%re prosperous men sent their
fresh fish for dinner he had only to go to sons and daughters for a higher educathe shore and catch it. The rivers and tion, and occasionally some young man
bays teemed w’ith lobsters, salmon, shad would go through college. The old acadand many other kinds of fish. The neigh- emy at East Machias is still in a flourishboring brooks swarmed with speckled ing condition and is one of the oldest
trout and the woods were overrun with educational institutions in Maine. Teachgame of all kinds.
ing was a most important vocation. Those
His surplus products the farmer traded who »ere favored with a course in the
off at the village store for articles of cloth- academies and colleges were employed to
ing and other family necessities. He had teach the college schools. The teachers
but little money, but eggs and butter were often college-bred young men who
constituted a medium of exchange, and he took this means of earning money to aid
was content and happy except when the
them in the study of their chosen profesBefore the sions. And they earned their money as
tax collector called on him.
war many of the towns were free from
the schools were difficult and the salaries
debt and there were no poorhouses in the were small. The teacher usually boarded
county. Drinking was one of the vices of around and became the object of criticism
Schools in
the times, but everybody managed to buy for the whole community.
his rum and pay his bills and keep out coast towns forty years ago were extremely
of Jail. There was considerable rowdyism hard to teach, and but few teachers could
in those days, but it was not altogether pass the test.
Frequent battles between
due to free rum. The times were rough, teacher and pupils occurred, and athletic
and rough men lived and enjoyed life in ability counted more than educational
their rude way without much restraint.
“I’
Much of the rough element in the large
umoniti’s Deadly Work
mill towns and seaport towns passed with had so seriously affected my right lung,’’
the Civil war. Poor fellows! They could writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of Rural
Route 1, Georgetown, Tenn., “that I
fight like demons.
coughed continuously night and day and
seafarers
wrere
coast
many
the
the neighbors’ prediction—consumptionAlong
huaband
who went on long voyages to_ the West i seemed inevitable, until my
Indies and to the Spanish Main in squaro- brought home a bottle of Dr. King’s New
in
which
case
my
Diacovery,
proved to be
Por Catarrh, let me send you free, Just to the only seal cough cure and restorer of
a
Dr.
of
When
Box
Shoop
sore
all
si*e
other remea
Trial
lungs.”
merit,
weak,
atarrh Remedy. It is a snow white, creamy, dies utterly fall, you may still win in the
rehealing antiseptic balm that gives instant
and
battle against lung
throat troubles
lief to Catarrh of the nose and throat. Make with New
Diacovery, the BEAL cure.
the free test and see. Address Dr. Shoop,
Guaranteed by E. G. Moore, druggist.
Racine, Wis. Large Jars 50 cents. Sold by G.
50c. and fl- Trial bottle free.
A. Pabcbek.
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me would be

character study but as a representative of the eastern Maine
society a
half century ago. He was reared
among
people of some culture, literary attainments and of true pride of birth. He was
a true type of the best and most influential class of eastern Maine men.
When Mr. Freeman first began the practice of law, the country was still in a
primitive state and the customs and manners of the people were
conspicuously
provincial. Individualism was excessive
and men passionate and hard to control.
There was a great deal of litigation in
the courts but the kind that would not
be desirable to our modern practitionersMen quarreled over boundary llnea, and
over other petty
disputes and sought redrees for Injuries actually received or
imagined in the county count. The writer
well remembers two neighbors who, having quarreled over a line fence, oarried on
an almost endless chain of litigation for
thirty years, or until one of them died.
The distance from Cherryfleld to Maoh las, the county seat, ia about thirty
miles. In the early *flOs the country was
mostly forest and very sparsely settled.
The journey to court was made over a
narrow, billy road and there was a little
travel.
If one happened to travel' by
night he could hear the howl of savage
wolvea in the forest through which he was
obliged to pass. The writer baa heard
Mr. Freeman
relate
how
he
was
once followed by wolves when returning
late one night from Machiaa. They followed him for miles, lurking in the undergrowth near the roadsioe ready for an
attack, and keeping up an Incessant howling until he approached civilization.
In those primitive days bears and wolves
were abundant and often made great havoc
among the farmer’s flocks and herds.
Then the farmers would organize for mutual defense against the intruders and hunt
down and kill all the wild beasts in the
neighborhood. With the coming of civilization the wolves left Maine and have
never returned.
They have become quite
extinct.
a

at

qualification! h those who applied for
schools. Unless the master was capable
of vigorous physical exercise he was sure
to be “thrown out” by the bullies of the
school.
The professional men were the lawyers,
doctors and clergymen. The life of a
country doctor was mort strenuous because of the long rides he was obliged to
take over bad roads and the rigorous
climate to be endured. In the early fi ftles,
the country doctor went his rounds on
horseback with saddle bags, aaj his patients lived in out-of-the-way places
where there were no carriage roads.
The lawyer and; the minister traveled
In like manner. The minister's lot was
by no means an easy one, though he was
always assured of a full stomach and a
welcome at every house. They were men
of deep piety, and with some learning,
but their sermons were dull and long
drawn out. They received |but little
money, but were paid in the currency of
the times; vegetables, hay, etc.
The times were rough, and Christianity
often spread slowly, but the minister was
a man of Importance m the community
and he made an Impression on the people.
Through bts efforts Infidelity, Immorality
and intemperance declined, and material
prosperity followed as a natural consequence. There were but few churches In
the country and services were held in
sehoolhouses. Ministers often added to
their salaries Vf teaching school during
the winter months.
The people being isolated and obliged to
stay at home found much time for reading and social intertoourae. Books were
few, but well selected. The stories of
Dickens, 9cott, Cooper and Irving were
much read and so were historical works.
Nearly

family possessed a bible and
the children were taught to commit and
quote scripture in the Sunday school. The
old custom of keeping the bible on the
parlor table is still in vogue and bears
witness to the piety and Christian reverevery
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George A. Oliver, for nearly forty years
Another Cut iu Price of Grain—
an engineer for the Maine Central railPotatoes Very Cheap.
The quotations below giro the range o( road. died in Beth last week.
Gov. Cobb has appointed Henry W.
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Oakes, of Auburn, a member of the SturCountry Frodaou.
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patriotic citizenship.
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Ex-Governor Sidney Perham died at Corn,100b bag 11ft <j l 25 Mixed feed, baa.
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meal.bag 1 lft®12ft Middling*. b»g 14ft *1 ftft
Washington, D. C., Thursday, aged Corn
Crac ked corn, 1 lft® 12ft Cotton seed meai, 166
eighty-eight years. Gov. Perham had
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
spent his winters in Washington for some
A bushel of Liverpool salt s^alt weigh 60
years. Though almost unknown to the
and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
pounds,
present generation, Gov. Perham was a weigh 70 pounds.
standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
conspicuous figure in public life forty InThe
good order and dt for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
years or more ago. Born in 1819 at Wood- of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
stock, he began on the basis of a common good
order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
school education, supplemented by one of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 6<
term in a small academy. At thirty-five pounds; of corn, 96 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
dl&n meal, 00 pounds; of parsnips, 4ft pounds;
he was elected to the Maine legislature
buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
slid made speaker on the first day’s ses- of barley and
82 pouuds, or even measure as ov agreement.
sion, the only instance in the history of
the State when a person with no legislaThe grand jury in Aroostook county
tive experience has been chosen to that
post. He was a presidential elector in sprang a surprise last Thursday, when it
1856. In 1862 he was elected to Congress, reported an indictment against Mrs. Annie
and was subsequently twice re-elected by Dickinson, wife of Edgar Dickinson,
was
murdered
at
increased majorities. During this term of who
Smyrna
service, and while chairman of the House Mills on the morning of October 18. She
committee on pensions, he superintended is changed as being an accomplice of the
the complete reorganization of the pen- Mexican, Juan Rubens, in the killing of
sion bureau. He was elected governor of her husband. Mrs. Dickinson was immeMaine in 1870 and was twice confirmed by diately arrested and lodged in jail to await
trial.
re-electionB.

The latest railroad project is for a new
road from Hpulton, on the Bangor A
Aroostook, tof Prtnoetob, a distance of
seventy miles. Prinoeton is twenty-eight
miles from Calais, Where there is a winter
port. A branch of the Washington
County road runs from Calais to Prinoeton. Beginning at the letter town the
proposed hew road wilt run due north,
and will have no water ways of considerable size to croes. The proposed line will
peas tnrough the towns of waits. Tops-

field, Talmage, Brookton, Renfocth,
Amity, Emmett, Oei7rHodgdon to Honl-

The line would cross the tracks of
the Maine Central at Danforth and tap
the Bangor A Aroostook at Houlton.
ton.
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Bad Breath.

well-known physician, who H
knows, declares that II
bad breath has broken o9 more II
matches than bad temper.
|§
A

undoubtedly

mere

to

a

araenc

presented

sweeter

O mouths to be kissed.
Gqod teeth cannot
bad breath
when the stomach is
disordered.
The best cure for
bad breath is a
cleansing out of .he
body by use of

(prevent

j_te's r amuy n

Medicine
the tonic laxative.
This ts a herb medicine, sold in
25c. and 50c. packages by druggists and it is saving more doctor’s
bills than any other medicine has
ever saved.
It cures headache, backache,
indigestion, constipation and skin

Pauper Notice
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end are legal residents of Klleworth. I nrtU
all persons trusting them on my soooaat, aa
tnort Is plenty of taom and snnnmniBiInltsaam
care tor them at the City yarm boose.
M. 1
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Help the Liver

sac-

It is a well-known fact that
when your liver refuses to
do its. work you cannot do
As the heart is the
yours.
body’s mainspring even so is
the liver its regulator. When
you “lose time’’or are run
down,” just try

common,

First a
sniffle—
a
cough—pains in the
chest—then—but why
Remove the
first symptoms by using

everyday cold.
sneeze—then a

^continue?

JOHNSON'S
LINIMENT
and

never

mind the

rest.

Cold in any part of the

it be in the throat, chest, lungs or
prompt attention whether
bowels. A few drops taken on sugar will relieve and cure reand
spiratory troubles. Will also cure colic, cholera, diarrhoea
kindred bowel complaints. Use it externally for cuts, burns,
insect bites and srings, strains, sprains, sore muscles, lame back,
Forwhatmuscular rheumatism, frostbite, chaps and chilblains.
Johnson’S AnOdyUC
ever pain, whether inside or out,
|flwiment is the remedy—sure and speedy.

Everywhere
m'1
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but get them NOW.
25c at all druggists or 5
bottles lor 51.00 postpaid
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25c and 50c

I. S. JOHNSON <& CO„ Boston, Mass.
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They regulate gently
again.
yet effectively. Stomach, bowels
and liver all work in harmony
after using—that means good
health.
Don’t lose a minute,
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GRIFFIN

DEAD.

Ellsworth Boy Who Made His Murk
in Military and Business Kite.
Gen. Eugene Griffin, formerly of Ellsworth, died from a stroke of apoplexy, at
AT
the Mohawk club, Schenectady, N. Y., last
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Thursday morning. His home was at 17
BT TIB
Eighty-sixth street, New York city.
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
Gen. Griffin is well remembered by the
F. W. Rollin*. Editor and Manager.
older residents of this city. He was born
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
here Oct. 13,1855, the son of Capt. George
Subscription prlc $2 0* a year; $1 SO lor six
months: 53 cants fur >hr^e mouths; It »aid K. Griffin, whtj lived on Pine street, in the
strictly 1" i»«ivnnc*\ • 5, 75 and I
house now occupied by John H. Brimmer.
respectively Single copies 5 cents. Alt arHe mitered the United States military
rearages are reckoned at the rale of W per
year.
academy at Weat Point in 1671, and was
Advert laii g Rates -Ac reasonable a ad win be
graduated with high rank in 1875. He
made known on app button
was aaffigned to the engineering corps of
Busin'S-* comniuntc itlo' S should be addressed
the regular army, with the rank of second
to, ami all money nlers made payable to TBk
Hancock countt pubushibg Co, E!l»- lieutenant. After serving on various surwortta, Maine._
•-__ veys until 1883, be was appointed assistant
professor of civil and military engineerTbit vetk’i 8*tlM of The ing and the art of war at West Point,
whet* he remained for two years, then
American is 2.950 copies.
becoming senior aid on the staff of Gen.
2,304 Winfield Scott Hancock, at Governor’s
Average for the year of 1906,
Island, in 1885, and chief engineer of the
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17, 1907.
division of the Atlantic and of the department of the East.
Promoted to first li utenant in 1879, and
The United Skate, census bureau in
to captain in 1888, in the latter year he was
41 bulletin juet ieeued estimate, the
assigned to duty as assistant engineer and
population of Maioe.in 1906 at 714,404, commissioner of the District of Columbia.
1900
oeuaua.
an iaereaae of 90,026 einoe
In April, 1889, he married Miss Allle
Hancock, s niece and also an adopted
cm
of
the
The reoent settlement
daughter of Gen. Hancock, a famous Union !
-of Watte ve. the city Of Ellsworth general during the Civil war, who had been
without ooet to the Oity hue brought the democratic candidate for President in
to public notice a striking instance of 1880.
In Octobef, T888, Capt. Griffin resigned
an attorney's honor,
integrity and
become general manager
loyalty to hie client. It eras a prompt from the army to
of the Thom■and unflinching discharge of that of the railway department
son-Houston Electric Co., and second
a
client
towards
and
moral
doty
legal
vice-president of the corporation. In
whleb is imposed upon him as a mem- 1892 he was elected first vice-president of
ber of the profession which he adorns. the General Electric Co., and in 1896'
A slip in the date of the writ, for president of the Thomson-Houston Inwhich the plaintiff’s attorney ad- ternational Electric Co., director of the
mitted he alone was responsible, being British Thomson-Houston Co. and of the
called to his attention, he promptly Cie. Franca is pour -l’Exploitation des
of Paris.
acquiesced in the entry “neither par- Precedes Thomson-Houston,
All of these posts he held at the time of
with
and
equal
promptness
ty”,
his death.
•ought out his client, explained the
At the breaking out of the war with
situation, and insisted upon a settle- Spain Capt. Griffin organized the 1st regi-.
ment for an amount that ehe hesi- ment of United States volunteer entated to accept, not beeanae of it, gineers, of which he was commissioned
smallness, bnt because of its size.
colons', serving with his command in
F$>rto Rico in 1898 and 1899. Overwork
and exposure brought on an attack of
COUNTY 4109SIP.
fever, which compelled his return for a
Southwest Harbor ia enjoying a little short time in the fall of 1896 on sick leave.
cottage building boom of its own.
Immediately on his recovery, however, he
again reported for duty, and in January,
The several agricultural societies of
1899, he was nominated by President McHancock county will receive their shares
Kinley to be a brigadier-general of volunof the State stipend as follows: Hancock
4
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oddUifnut

Bishop

has

employment in Sul-

livan.

Mrs. K. H. Young
last week.

was

in

Banger

a

few

days

lumlwnuntt

Mhrr pot**

PENOBSCOT

SOUTH HANCOCK.
William

,—

Groves Leach and Joseph Littlefield are
in Ellsworth attending court.
George Whltehouse has gone to Boothbay Harbor, where he has employment for

the summer.
Schooner Caroline Kreischer, Capt. Devbrick
erenx, is at Leach’s wharf loading
for Rockland.
John Littlefield, of Eagle island, spent
week at the home of bis parents, J. B.
The death of Mrs. Eunice H. Young, last
and wife.
which occurred at the hospital in Bangor Littlefield
last Thursday night, removes one bf the
Capt. Sellers has had his vessel, the
oldest residents of the town of Hancock. Clara and Mabel, put in first-class conof Dea. William dition, and sailed Saturday with wood for
She was a
Mrs. F. A. Young, of New York, Mrs.
Penney, of Bangor, and Mrs. C. C.
Young, of Trenton, were in town to-day
to attend the funeral of Mrs. E. H. Yonng.
W.
April 15.
L. A.

11887—1007.

Vi FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Young, and was born here in 1826. Here
she grew up, was educated and married,
her husband being tiliver W. Young, at
due time a store-keeper in the town, and
here she spent her long life except snch
times as that she was away for treatment.
Mr*. Young was a woman of kindly
disposition, being generous to a fault,
6hd possessed a sympathetic and helpful
Her neighbors will remember
nature.
her as a friend who he'ped in more than
ops time of need.' Early in life ah* became interested in religion and waa baptised into the fellowship of the Free Baptist church by Rev. 4. Mariner. She also
had a keen appreciation of the beautiful
in nature, and found much enjoyment in
the study of music, the bird* and the
flowers. The later years of her life were
somewhat clouded by reason of impaired
mentality, and this added its sadness and
suffering until death came as a release and
she entered into rest.
ihe is survived by one son, Frink B.
Young, who commands the steamship
Concho, of New York. He was unable to
attend the funeral, as he was on a trip
South, but was represented by his wife.
Rufus H. Young, of this town, is the only
living brother.
Service* were held at the old home in
South Hancock, and were conducted by
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor of the Baptist
church of Ellsworth. Interment was at.
Riverside cemetery.

150,000.00

Leslie Gray’s.
y
Presiding Elder Haskell was in town
last
bold
to
the
quarterly conferTuesday
ence for the year. Owing to the severe
storm the attendance was small.
Capt. Perkins, of the naphtha launch
Mianus, is having the boat thoroughly
repaired, getting ready for the summer
season. He expects to put her into commission in a week when be will carry
freight and do towing in the bay and in
the river.

King,
Eugene Halo,
L. A. Emory,

A. W.

$65,000.00

J. A. Patera,
E. H. Oreely,
B. B. Havey,
>
flyer Oallert

Deposits,
$970,000.00

|

INVITE

WE

The Method let Sunday school, which
has been discontinued through the winter, opened again the first Sunday in I
April, with the following officers and I
teachers: Mrs. Roth Smith, superinten- ;
dent; John Littlefield, assistant superintendent; Mm. Mary Varnum, secretary
and treasurer; Bernard Varnum,librarian;
Mm. Mary Varnum, organist; J. B. Wilson, J. L. Littlefield, Luella Snowman,
Addie Leach, Ella Leach, teachers.
8CBA.
April 15.

Safe Deposit

Vaults,
S4 to $20 per
Annum.

Directors:

Surplus,

Rockland.
Schooner Addie Clement, Capt. Perkins,
arrived Saturday with general cargo for
local merchants. She will load wood for
Rockland.
Mrs. Ida M. Ward well has returned
heme from Castine, where a be baa been
employed for a abort time as nurse at Mrs.

PreeMeat
ARNO W. KINO.
JOHN A. PETERS. Vicc-PreiMaet
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.
CaaUar
LEONARD M. MOORE. Aset. CaaMcr

Capital,

_

daughter

ELL8WORTH, MAINE.

of

Savings Dept.
Next quarter

begins April

I.

CONNKS^ONDENCE.

VO UN

Z

9A07.OOO.OO.

CH AS. H. CROSBY,
amt Trettsurtr. I
•JOHN H. RICK* Ami. 7*rmtour*r.
2
MAORI AS BRANCH.

4

UKO. R. BOYNTON, Manner

|

f

WE SOLICIT DEPOSITS.

We pay 21-2 per cent Interest on accounts subject to cheek, credited monthly .31-2 \
pfcr cent on tartafs accounts. Money deposited on or before the tenth draws interest 7
from the first of tB* month, credited semi-annually.

_

SEAL COVE.

|

George Robbins and wife have gone to
Opechee for the summer.
W. J. Harper is carrying clams to the
.
lost.
&tgal Ncrtitts.
WINTER HARBOR.
canning factory at McKinley.
William Gray, of Pretty Marsh, is in
Mrs. Joan Sargent, of South GouldsWill finder
and black enameled pin.
town with his wood-sawing machine.
pleaee leave at F. A. Oaccvr’e ahop, Water At a probata court bald at Ellsworth, in and
boro, is the guest of I. B. Foss.
(or the county of Hancock, on the second
Ellsworth?
street.
Mrs. M. A. Walla is visiting ber daughM. J. Harmon, engineer at the pumping
day of April, in tbe year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and seve...
ter, Mrs. Fronie Carter, at Pretty Marsh.
in
arrived
town
station,
Friday.
following matters having t>eeo prefor Sait.
Miss
Marie Sawyer, of Southwest
sented for the action thereupon hereinTHE
Oscar H. Harridan, of Bar Harbor, was Harbor, is visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
after Indicated, It la hereby ordered that noHazel.
In
90
foot
yhoht
sloop
H.
C.
Sawyer.
in town this week on business.
first-class shape, and a fast, handy, roomy tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
a copy of this order to be
Mrs. George Robbins and Miss Bernice pleasure or cruising
pub*
H. E. Frazier ds in Ellsworth visiting
yacht for a party of four by causing
three weeks successively in the EllsAshley visited friends at Tremont and Mc- to eight. Frank L Hodgkins. Lamp ne, Moj lished
worth
a newspaper published at
American,
his mother, who is seriously ill.
Kinley last week.
of the late Owen Byrn. Oak hi.; Ellsworth, In said county, that they may apMrs. Ida Norwood and daughter, Mrs. HOUSE
teers.
Mrs. Nellie Cowperthwaite, of Birch
9 rooms; cemented cellar; city water. peal at a probate court to be held at Edea (Bar
Mildred Lopaus, visited Mrs. Norwood’s Large lot of land sufficient for warden or ex- Han or}, in said county, on the seventh day
County Agricultural society, Blue hill,
uen. unmn was a memoer ui uw uuiuu,
Harbor, is visiting relatives here.
house lot. Several fins apple trees. Apply of May. a. d. 1W7, at ten of the clock
daughter, Mrs. Lucy Burrill, in Brewer, tra
9126.47; Northern Hancock Agricultural University snd Army «nd Nsvy dubs, of
to Albert A. McKenzie. Ellsworth, or address in lb# forenoon, and hu heard thereon if they
Mrs. Frank Huckins, of Bunker’s Har- last week.
Mbs. Owbn Bryn, #2 Norfolk St., Cambridge- se» cause
society, Amherst, 153.40: North Ellsworth New York, and of other dabs in WashingM.
Prances Ellen Hopkins. Iste of Surry, in
bor, is a guest of Mrs. P. G. Torrey.
Farmers’ club, f49.61; Eden Agricultural
April 15.
port, Maas.
Boston and London. He was a fre•aid county, decunsud. A certaiu instrument
ton,
society, |31.28.
Alfred
Merchant went to Portland
Faust; carries 909 M purporting to be the laat will and testament
quent contributor to engineering periodiBLUEHILL.
lumber; 390 tons coal. Price $1.9u0. Apof aaid deceased, together with petition for
Saturday Jto work on a government job.
Hancock county has st least one bright
ply to 8. L. Lord, agent. Ellsworth. Mainethereof, preeented by Martin H. Long,
cals, and was an authority as a writer on
A game of ball between the academy
little Italian girl in Seraphina Angeloni, scientific
who
has
been
>e executor therein named.
L.
M.
Srobate
Pendleton,
seriously and Bar Harbor
H. W. Csrr property on Wate^ street.
topics. The breadth and keenhigh school teams is THE
Elvira R. Bennett, late of Bncksport. in said
of large two-story store. 90x45.
of Stonington. Though only twelve years ness of his Intellectual interests were ill the past two weeks, is much improved scheduled to be
consisting
played here next Satur- The se ond story is fitted for dwelling with all county, deceased. A certain instrument purof age, little Seraphina has acted as inter- manifested in
in health.
day. There will be s dance in the town hardwood floors.
There are nine finished porting to he the last will snd testament of
many ways during his
hall
in
the
Music by Monaghan. rooms. The store Is fitted with fine refrigera- said deceased, together with petition for proof
the
term
at
the
evening.
supreme
present
preter
Walter Crowell, of New York, arrived
bate thereof, presented by Addie A. Hatch,
active opreer.
tor. counters, shelving, ice boxes for fish. etc.
court with an ability not only satisfactory
tbe executrix therein named.
Gen. Griffin is survived by a widow and
There ia a good stable, six stalls, also an ice
Thursday. Be will be employed by Da^J
Cornelia E. Gott, late of Bncksport, in said
to
build
would
but remarkable for one of her years—first
house.
The
2*3
irtxt
mini*.
property
to-day
an d
F. l*owell this season.
two children—one son, Hanoock,
Petition that Annie L.
cost over $4,000.
Will sell at a grest bargain, county, deceased.
before the grand jury, of which she at one
Saunners or some other • .itsble person be
PTiscilla; by his father
daughter,
Bertron Rand and family, who have
i appointed administrator of the estate of said
once became the pet, and then in coart
and mother, who are residents of Holyoke, been in Pailadelphia the past two years,
Women
More.
deceased, presented by Frank B Dodge, heir
of said deceased.
through the trial of a case which kept her Mass., and two sisters-Mra. George C. arrived home
feclc ffiant^L
Why Insurance Companies DiscrimiSaturday.
Benjamin Sngith, late of Swan's Island,in
on the stand for most of an afternoon.
of East Cambridge, Mass., and
nate Against the Gentle Sex.
I
said county, deceased.
Emerson,
Petition that FredJames Broderick and wife, who have
WANTED
Opportunity for bright erick W. Smith, or some other suitable perSeraphina is the daughter of Loreto Mrs. W. E. Baker, of New York.
1
If
one
is
to
believe
medical
the
exm
lesro
BOY
been spending the winter in northern
boy
printing trade. Apply at son oe appointed administrator of tbe estate
in
the
was
concerned
who
Angeloni,
of aaid deceased, presented by Frederick W.
Prayers were said in Schenectady on the New York, came home Friday.
■miners the reason a woman paya Thb Amkbican office.
assault case from Stonington and it was
Smith, son and heir of said deceased
morning of the 12th, after which the remore for the privilege of life inaurPlorade Puller, late of Been, in said councase
with
this
of
her
connection
The
masters
Winter
Harbor
past
through
mains were taken to New York, where
Xstuok
ty. deceased. Petition that Charles H. Hollis
Spnlal
ance ia that ahe is much more com- j
F.
and
A.
conferred
the
third
that she was impressed into the service as
M.,
orsime other suitable person be appointed
the funeral services were held at the Lit- lodge,
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
Andrew Pendleton Wednes- moniy a victim of indigestion and j
C A R O^ol^TH A OTM.
interpreter.
tle Church Around the Corner, the offici- degree upon
presen ed
Annie M. Hollis, sis er of said
undersigned wish to express their deceased. by
stomach tronbles and the fatal ait- j
day evening.
same one woo
the
being
clergyman
ating
a
welwarmest
thanks
to
the
kiod
neighbors
THE
The Bangor Netea, in extending
E.
Cordelia
Btover, late of Bluehi 1. in said
Rev. Mr. Kenyon, of Massachusetts, menta that spring from these causes. and friend* who «e e so thoughtful and conin 1889 officiated at bis marriage.
deceased.
Petition that Forrest B.
come to Oscar F. Fellows, of Bucksport,
siderate
the illness and at the time of county,
bnow or some other suitable person be
who has been conducting a series of reIt is not the acute attacks of disease ’.he deathduring
*as
at West Point.
Interment
apof
Cb
rles
M.
Harriman.
of
Bangor
among the legal fraternity
administrator
of the estate of said
pointed
vival meetings at the Baptist church the that influence the insurance examIsaiah Harriman and wipb.
deceased, presented by James E. Gray, credisays:
Edmund
Hamilton
and wipb.
tor of said deceased.
past two weeks, closed his labors Sundhy iners atone, but the constant feelings
ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Mollis C. Hamilton.
Mr. Fellows is too well known to the profesPied Puller, late of Eden, in ssi t connty.deevening. The meetings have been proEllsworth, April 15. 1907.
ce*s«d.
of weakness, headache, indigeation
Petition that B. 8. Clark or some
sion in Bangor to need any introduction- He
ductive of great results.
in
Boston
was
last
Dunham
P.
George
other suitable pesgoa
e appointed admtoisa
will
here
who
him
friends
has many
SPECIAL NOTICE.
give
and stomach trouble. These things,
E.
April 14.
L tratnr of tbe estate of aaid deceased, presented
week on business.

P~nC^t"^)d<r1^11ow«~h»ICApru''?-»'*old
SLOOP—The

SCHOONER—David

_

>

and^t^is^terms^^^^J3ao^JIM3aaN^^

Pay

—

cordial welcome and move over to give him a
chance to ait down. Mr. Fellows who comes
from old New Hampshire stock, a native of
He located in Bucksport and was
Bristol.
admitted to the
county bar in 1S81.
Since that time he has been in general practice and established a solid reputation as an
all-round lawyer, both .in civil and criminal
lines, handling many important cases. In
the case of Snow vs. Maine Central railroad
he secured the largest verdict for personal
damages ever awarded by a Hancock county
jury. His work as senior counsel for the defense in the trial of W. T. Treworgy for the
mnrder of Sarah Ware, one of the most notable cases in Maine criminal annals, won foi
Mm a high place as a criminal lawyer. Those
who are best acquainted with Mr. Fellows can
b«t predict success for him in his new 6eld
Bangor has a bountiful supply of good lawyers, hut there is lots of room in the top row/1

Miss Ruby Sargent, of West Gouldsboro, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. M.
Witham.

Hancock

MOUTH OF THK

RIVKK.

Mrs. Almira Milliken is very ill at the
Charles
home of her daughter. Mrs.

Doyle.

About fifty couples
dance

were

present at the

given Tuesday evening

at

Gerry’s

casino by Ticonic Hose Co.
The annual picnic supper of the ladies'
aewing circle will be held in the vestry
this evening, beginning at 5.30.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore and wife, and Mrs.
Harriet Hastings returned Saturday evening from a week’s visit in Boston.
Alvin Staples came home Monday from
the Maine general hospital, where he has
been for ten days for a surgical operation
on

his

arn

physicians

say, kill more people than
many of the serious diseases.
The district schools will be in session
For curative power in all stomach
Monday, April 22.
troubles nothing else is as safe, yetAlbert Mills returned to his light station effective, nothing else can be so thorat Goose Rock, last Friday.
oughly relied upon to relieve all troubles of indigestion, as Mi-ona. It is
Allert Wilson left for Bangor this
unlike any remedy heretofore known;
morning to join the yacht Aria.
it ia not a mere digestive tablet; it
Olden Tapley and Percy Mills are fin- strengthens and restores to natural
ishing the basement of Odd Fellows hall. action the stomach and bowels and
makes a complete cure in even the
Mrs. William Davis entertained the toworst form of stomach troubles
dies’circle Tharsday. Twenty-two were
G. A. Parc her sells Mi o-na in 50
in attendance.
oent boxes under a guarantee to reBev. H. W. Collins, of Round Pond, op-: fund the money unless it does all that
copied the pulpit in the Congregational^ ia claimed for it.
church Sunday.
WEST BROOK8VILLE.

Capt. George A. Stevens has sold his
“Aunt Jerusha’s Quilting Party” will
live stock to Isaac Stover, and will leave
be presented in the vestry on Wednesday •here
to-day for New London, Conn.
evening of next week. A good evening’s
entertainment is assured.
Lanchlin Davis and Irving Cousins reThe entertainment given by the chil- turned from Skowhegan last week with
five Jersey cows, wrhich they purchased in
dren in 4he vestry on Monday evening,
that town.
well atassisted by the band, was
Tomson.
April 15.
tended. About |14 was netted for the
parsonage fund.
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
_

Higgins Lewis, of
Woodville, Miss., formerly of Ellsworth,
Daniel B. Howard, our oldest citizen, is
died July 8, 1906. She was the aunt of
DEDHAM.
ill.
Mrs. Eunice Wiliams, Mrs. Alma Alley
Norman Clement has gone to Stockton quite
and George Fullerton, of this place.
Thomas T. Havey has built a 400-egg into work.
Springe
A.
Eloise
Miss
Monday evening, April 8,
cubator.
Mrs. H. P. Burrill spent a few days with
Hodgkins, daughter of Henry D. Hodgkins
and wife, formerly of this place, was friends'in Brewer last week.
The Louisa Frances. Capt. Chatto, is
married to Oswald W. Ells, of Ellsto Portland for freight.
Miss Ruth Curtis, of Ellsworth, visited going
worth FallB. They will make their home
Orvis Gray was at Rockland in the Lulu
in South Brewer, where they have a host her aunt, Mrs. W. F. White, last week.
Mrs.

Eunice

W.

of friends.

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.

is

Miss Inez Jenkyns, of Tobique, N. B.,
visiting her sister, Mrs. E. A. Thomp-

son.

Following shortly after the departure of
Miss Lena Black, of Old Town, visited
Vesta Victoria, the English comedienne,
Black and wife, last
will come Ethel Levey, whose methods her parents, W. W.
Sunday.
are purely American and who is a capital
The Acme Clothespin Co. has received
representative of our leading comediennes.
She will sing several songs written espec- an order from Sacramento, Cal., for 12,000
dozen clothespins.
ially for her.
A warm weloome is awaiting John C.
J. F. Cowing, of Pittsfield, and Miss
Rice and Sally Cohen, who are to play
their latest farcette, “All the World Loves Arie Burrill, of Brewer, visited their
who is ill with
a| Lover.” Another feature of the bill brother, Waldo Cowing,
will be the reappearance of the Rice and consumption, Saturday and Sunday.
B.
15.
Prevost, acrobats, in their droll specialty,
April
“Bumpety Bumps.”
Smith and Campbell, the original sideEAST BLUEHILL.
walk conversationalists, who have a new
H. P. Long and wife went to Hallowell
line of small talk; the Willis family, musicians; May Edouin and Fred Edwards, Thursday.
in “A Bachelor’s Dream”; Leona Thurber
Henry F. York, wife and little son
and her blackbirds, the best of the pickaninny acts; the Murray sisters, come- Austin have gone to Spruce Head.
in
conNevaro
a
Borani
and
and
diennes,
Luther N. Bridges left to-day for Swan’s
tortion specialty, will be among the feature acts.
Island, where he has employment.
The Holmin brothers, horizontal bar
C. W. Marks and family, who have been
comiques; Leonard and Drake, imitators
of birds and animals; Siefried, a one- living in R. W. Thom’s house since last
have moved to their home in Buckslegged athlete; Hill and Hill, ragtimers, fall,
and the kinetograph will complete the port.
R.
show.
April 15.
_

Marion for freight last week.
The

Methodist

pastor,

Rev.

Walter

Smith, preached his farewell sermon Shnday.
Avery Gray died Sunday morning after
an illness of two weeks, aged about
sixtysix years. He leaves a widow and on4
daughter, Mrs. S. B. Blake.
The coasters are all being taken out of
winter quarters. The W. O. Xettleton,
Capt. Cousins, has gone to Rockland for
for the Buck’s Harbor Granite Co.
C.
April 15.

coal

A childless home is a cheerless home. The
maternal instinct exists in every woman, and
when it ia ungratified she is deprived of much
of the happiness of life. It often happens
that childleasneas is due to some cause which
can be removed, and often is removed by the
Favorite Prescription.
use of Dr. Pierce’s
The vigor and vitality which this remedy
imparts to the delicate womanly organs, puts
them in a condition of normal health, the
lack of which is often the sole obstruction to
maternity. Every woman should read Dr.
Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, a
book containing 1,008 pages and 700 Illustrations. It is sent entirely free on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of mailing only. Send
21 one-cent stamps for the paper bound volume. or 31 stamps for cloth covered. Address
Dr. R. V. Pierce, ®83 Main Street, Buffalo,
N. Y.

$>iat(«eu>na'

W^ILEY

£

«r

in Cuntcnlocns Park.

not

trespass
demand protection
life sod
DO
from the countv of Hancock, the

I

state of
Maine, and the United States of America
Mary C. Fret* Austin.

for settlemeut.
Leonard Holmes, late of Mount Desert,in
d county, decossed
Second account of
Melville L. Allen, administrator, filed for settlement.
Charles McCarthy, lats of BUsworth, in said
j county, deceased. First account of Ann F.
Greely. administratrix with will annexed,
: filed for settlement.
Lucy B. Closaon, late of Sedgwick, in said
countv. deceased.
First account o» Eugene
; M. kllen. administrator, filed for settlement.
!
William W. Hodgdon, late of Tremont.in
said county, deceased.
First and final acGood
house and stable on count of Isabelle B. Hodgdon, »drain istratnx,
filed for settlement.
Hancock
for immediate
Gilman Jordan, late of Waltham In said
county, deceased. First account of \k ilfora
occupancy, $930.
B. Jordan, administrator, filed for settlementPreeman W. Archer, late of Aurora.inw®
Several
wood
from $2.50
Petition filed by H. T.
county, deceased.
to $5 an acre.
S Jeoy. administrator, that an order be
to distribute among the heirs of said deceases
One
one and one-balf
tbe amount remaining in the hands of saw
ni»
upon tbe setttement of
house, with stable, on Chuich Street, administrator,
f
final account.
John H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in
$800.
! county, deceased. Petition filed by WalterC.
One
house and stable on Hopkins sod Hattie M. Higgins, administrsI tore, for license to sell certain real estate or
State Street, $1,000; and others.
said deceased, as described in said petition.
EDWARD B. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
• A true
terms.
copy of the original.
F. Mahoxxy. Register.

j

JFot Salt.

Real

Estate^ For Sale.

two-story
Street, ready
handy

..

lots,

good

C. COVARY,

story

..

AND

two-story

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
9

Office# formerly occupied by 0. F. Fellows.
Bucksport, Me.

Embry Block,

Easy

_Attest:—T.

WALSH,
EDMOND
ATTORNEY

f

Elliworth,

AND

Maine.

100

COUNSELOR AT LaW.

ACRES, $1,000.

Dark loam

OJJlces, First National Bank Building.
Main*.

Ells worth,

L.

LARRABEE,

soil; fenced, wood, fruit. 10-room
house, big maples on lawn; stable; to settle estate. only $1,000; see picture of bouse. No.
65,089, page 23, of Strout's List 18, mailed free.
1C. A. KTROUT CO., 335 Water Street,
Augusta. Me.

DENTIST.

SUrfurtiscnunte.

Room 8, Bank Block,
liuwoni,

Y.

....

Main*.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

and

SUHGEON.

No. 40 MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
ASSETS DEC. 81,106.

MS

TKLCrRUKK.

iWirrtianumt*

LADIES,

101.062 18
80 200 00
460.192 09
66 696 85
ta'.OTO 89

dressmaker,

ijm

voa*

AU other assets,

Grose assets.
Deduct Items not

Send

postal for self-measui log

the hern go.,
Designers of Lmdles’ Fashions,
ISO Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

8752.50 97

admitted,

unpaid losses,

DEC.

Yn*VJied,Pr^A'?ni8’
All
other liabilities,
by having your patterSll cut to your measure. Cash capital,
Every pattern guaranteed a perfect fit. Full Surplus over all liabilities,

instructions.
chart to

m

10.266 42

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES
Net

A

68

8716,806 84
81, 1908.
g 80,780 0
116,628 87
7 094

is

bqq'qqq qq
61,6M 0

Total liabilities and suplus,
8716,806 84
For 8arety Bonds of all kinds
applv to
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,

ELLSWORTH. ME.

ff
J®
P"j

I York, duly authenticated, having
; sented to the Judge of probate for of d®»®
! county of Hanoock for tne put pose
1 allowed, filed mid recorded in the probt
court of our said county of Hancock
! allOrdered: That notice thereof be
“•
peraons interested therein, by publisn
a copy of this order three weeks successive
in the Ellsworth American, a
printed at EUrworth. in said county of h*.
cock, prior to the seventh day of May.co
1907, that thay may appear at a probate
then to be held atEden (Bar
in and for said oounty of Hancock, a*
o’clock in the forenoon, and show caas®.
been

given

HarMJj

817,171 56

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

OfBoa and Raaldence (J. M. Hale bouse).

|

uewspJP*.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF
TBR BANKERS SURETY
COMPANY,

Real estate,

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court
Ell* wort u. la and for said county of Hancock
on the second day of April, in the year of oar
Lord on# thousand nine hundred and s«ve»CERTaIN Instrument purporting to®,
s copy of tha last will and tesLamM*®*
Harriet V. Ogden, late of the city, county*®®
state of New York, deceased, and of tbe
bate thereof in said county and state of

beld**,

S. L. LORD, Agent,

J.

L.

ss

is*a*J

n»

attorney

£)R.

by Clara Pt-ndletoU, sister of said deceased.
Andrew J. Joidan, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. First and Anal account of
Fred D Jordan, special administrator, died

property

to

A

ed^tabd' XOTWSSi. •(

»U,

H***

hereby give. ““‘‘JJ-itor
duly appointed e«?0g
of the lout will und teetament o*
WbiUk.r. lutb of Gould.boro, in the
of Huneoek, doonuud. und given bonb‘“0a,
aubacrib«r
rpHE
A he hu been

law direct..

All

poraona having

against the estate of said deceased

’'ZZittr™'*'*''’-

Bbbroun E.

are

v

Wgu

aubaerlber hereby gives
he hue been duly
»tb
tor of the estate of Elisha G. Hatch.
of Orlud, In the county nf
la*
ceased, and given bonds as the
,1., ,1
All peraona having demands against t"'n,
tate of said deeeaaed are desired to
the same for auttlement. and
thereto are requested to make payms

THE

anpoTnted

‘de.

U»n^°Slrecu.

Pr'btJ|

al'JL”in-

mediately.
April 10,1W.

f

Gilmsw G. Haw

S. J.

Um)CK

COURT.

DRAWING TO' A
iPBtL TERM
,CLOSE.

-IJTtADMA*

CBISIIKAL DOCKET

—

™LSO

OU.LTY OP ASSAULT WITH
ATTEMPT to kill.

MSS.

Frost

*ao.

Watts

MM.
MW.

Stuart. Neither party.
Carter vs. Hweetser. Benson; Spofford.
Rodlck Co. vs. Plneo.
Peters. Wood;
Plneo.

W7S.

JJ7».

vs. Phillips.
Neither party.
vs.

Whiting: Hurley.

Ellsworth.

King;

intent to kill or murder and it was on
this point that the case was (ought.
The jury went out at noon, and at 2.2A
returned a verdict ot guilty. As Stead&an
had previously pleaded guilty to breaking
entering the Shaw store at Gouldsboro, and with breach ot prison be now
stands convicted of three serious offences,
(or which sentence has not yet been im-

Peters.

Sargent vs. Newman. Hurley; Peters.
Defaulted by consent for Mo without
costs.
Atwood

Maine Hub Co.
D. A L.;
Continued.
Sorrento vs. Whitmore. D. A L., Whiting; H. A H. Referred to oourt.
Conners vs. Timayenis., D. A L.; Peters.
Harris vs. King, Richardson Co. Cook
h Small; Johnson.
Leslie vs. Holyoke. Fellows; Appleton.
D. A L. Continued.
State vs Clay.
Wood; Cunningham.
vs.

tbe

BUCKhPORT.

an^t

News reached here Thursday of the
irrival of the schooner Sedgwick, Capt. D.
R. Hagerthy, at Savannah, Ga., April 1,
if ter a hard passage. Capt. Hagerthy left
Kingston, Jamaica, March 20, and en«
lountored a continuous round of gales,
•frying away all of his sails and breaking
be fore and main booms.
The captain
rrites that it was a close shave for the
ressel.

posed.

Blanchard, Stcarbs.

The second criminal case tried yesterday
that ot Marrino Gattado, tbe Ita'ian
Outdoor Athletics.
(rom Stonington, (or assault with iote nt
2288.
The sporting department of the Boston
to kill. This is the case in which, as re2824.
e Knowlton. Ellsworth.
;
fount l is handled in a way which has
H. Wood, Bar
ported in Tbe American at the time, ron for it
Cenoty Attorney—Cha.lwi
many followers among lovers
Gattado called at the home of a fellow
M^tt*
>f olsen sport.
It covers every Held of
H. Mayo. Ellsworth.
accused
him
of
beer
countryman,
stealing
ithietics, and offers a valuable opportunity
24M.
rrler_BrasB Loach. Bucksport.
and
fired
for
reference
two
on all matters pertaining to
shots
(rom
a revolver at
,.1„,_BCHKH Lhach. BOekoport: David
Continued.
him. D. E. Hurley represented Gattado.' ;he outdoor world.
M.chaha A. Shha.
FV, EH-»orthr
Bob Dnnbar’s column Is a feature of
DIVORCES DECSEED.
»• «%»»«•»• Tremo»t.
J.xh.
The case went to the jury late yesterday
torHarbor;
ivery issue, and his snappy items and clear
0. Basaows, ;Portland.
and
the
from
remained
out
unArthur
wars
Mar;
At
ins
to questions from readers ars
Moon,
afternoon,
libellant,
jury
Ellaworth.
Hesseuger—Hahlih MapDOCHaj
Moon, for utter desertion. Clark for li- til U.15 this morning, when they returned •cognized as authoritative.
Arthur McPherson, whose trip with the
a verdict ot guilty.
bellant.
ia drawing'to acloae.
3—hall team has given him a line on the
The April term
Charles W. Robinson, libellant, from
THE PRINGLE CASES.
be
will cover the baseball
wUl
tried
which
The last case probably
Myrtle R. Robinson, for crnel and abusive
want to the Jury at noon toAmong the indictments returned by the
Careful attention is paid to the other
a! this term
treatment. L. R. Campbell for libellant.
ice L. A. Binary is pregrand jury were (our for riot, growing branches of summer sport, and devotees
w. chief-Just
William H.
J... ....- Hannah M. Richardaon, libellant, from out of the Pringle assault case at Bar >f golf, tennis, rowing tind all forms of
sidingthia week.
for
Richardaon,
.adultery. ! Harbor. These cases will not be tried at npfcdoor activity may find here interesting
to Ml
of
On ah extra panel
of events.
Witt for libellant.
I this term, bht will be continued until the < MCpanta
the following were dfliwn;
the same time. the other features fit
the second jury,
L.
from
Nellie
William October term.
Miller,
libellant,
the
Journal,
Jobn'H.
such as the women’ll haze,
and
BMHSkMp 'L.
n H. Harden
Miller, for cruel and abusive treatment.
Jellison and Leighton were arraigned the financial columns and the editorials,
—Irth W. W. JeUlaon sadK-V'BshlHfc,
|
to
xmtinae
for
libellant.
exercise
that influence which
jQMrk
this afternoon, pleaded not guilty, and
Samual fc Rleh<fa#MgSF^
in' bhiiding up tor the Journal its repuAlbert C. Stover, libellant, from Blanche furnished
|B00 bail each (or appearance at tation as New England’s home news..
Simpson, of Eden.
E. Stover, for utter deeertion. Giles for
October term. Conners and Emery have
Memorial exsreisaa fp* tChlaf Jaatlce libellant.
1
not been apprehended.
I
well will ie fcsM at the
Andrew P. Wit
E.
Joseph
Redman, libellant, front Mend j Tbe criminal docket above gjvbe atecord
BOBS.
:■ ...
j
court room Thursday aftavnoo*. ...
R.Redman, for adultery. King for libel- of disposal of ail cases on the docket.
L
BURKE—At
STAFFORD VS. MlTCHKIlL.
Penobscot,
April •. to Mr and
lant.
Mrs Julian F Burke; a daughter.
SENTENCES IMPOSED.
Martha E. Grindle, libellsnt, from Prank
The only cam tried lMt wt&wm tfcM
QBAY—At Surry, April 5. to Mr and Mrs
William Steadman was tfais afternoon
Bar Harbor, 8. Grindle, for adultery. Conary for li- !
.Albert Gray, a son.
of George JUStaffOM, of
sentenced to ten years in States prison,'1' LBWIB—At Castiae, April 10, to Mr and Mrs
uainst FranFSiitchaU, of’MWgbr. E.8. bellant.
Charles E Lewis, a daughter.
and
Harrtno
Gottardo
to
two
in
and
for
the ffMMPtiff
years
Leslie G. Clement, libellant, from Jessie
Clark appeared
NBLSON—At Stoniogton, April 10, to Mrs and
States prison.
Mrs George (V Nelson, a son.
Terence B. Towle, of Bangor, for defend- B. Clement, for utter deeertion. Wood for
Ubellnnt.
PETTENGILL— At Waltham. April 11. to Mr
*nt.
'and
Mni Albert 8 Pettenglll, a daughter.
Id
hist
the
Hudson H. Pressey, libellant, from
July
This was a bora© cm©.
SMlfri—At Lamoine, April 14, to Mr and Mrs
v
Leander J Smith, a son. [Clarence Henry.]
plaintiff bought of the defendant, for Elodie A. Pressey, for cruel and abusive For Additional
County Nowe,oee other page«. rHOMPSON—At Stoniogton, April 9, to Mr
fSO, a horse which ha intended to, match treatment. Spofford fer libellant.
and Mrs Michael L Thompson, a son. [Leon
owned. PlainLydia A. Davis, libellant, from Florenup with a horse be alraady
Francis.]
CRANBERRY ISLES.
tiff saw the hone and rode behind him tine Davis, for cruel and abusive treatSamuel C. Sanford, who baa been very
in Bangor before purchasing. The deal ment. Bunker for libellant.
MARRIED.
Sullivan K. Jordan, libellant, from Nel- ill, has recovered.
wu not closed at that time, but a few days
Mrs. Maria E. Stanley leaves to-day for BOWDEN-PICKERING—At Orland, April
uter Mr. Stafford sent an agent, a Mr. lis H. Jordan, for cruel and abusive treatlft, by Rev J N Palmer, Miss Eliza N
GnptOl, to Bangor, who also rode behind ment. Clark for libellant; F. L. Mason Ellsworth to visit her daughter.
Bowden, of Bucksport, to Charles E Pickering, of Orland.
fog libellee.
the horse and bought it for Mr. Stafford.
A fine new piano has been placed in the
CABTER-WIGHT-At Bluehill. April 10, by
When the horse was delivered at Mr.
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
town hall. A dance is to be held to-night.
B*v R L Olds, Miss Marion R Carter, of
Stafford's stable in Bar. Harbor, plaintiff
Bluehill, to Leroy Edward Wight, of BucksA letter from Mrs. Abby N. Stanley, of
The grand Jury reported Monday afterport.
says he discovered for the first time that noon, bringing in seventeen indictments. Monhegan, announces the birth of a son
EATON—CHILDS—At
Stonington, April 11,
Ha aaid he had
the horse had stringhalt.
is the criminal docket for the to her son William on Feb. 3.
by Rev Joseph Jackson. Miss Mina May
Following
Eaton to Charles W Childs, both of Stonrelied upon Mr. Mitchell’s statement that
both of cases on appeal and new inCharles
W. Bracy, who has been in the
term,
tngton.
the horBe was “all right”, as a warranty,
dictments, except some old liquor cases life-saving station at Rye, N. H., since JEWETT—GALLISON—At Surry, April 14,
tnd did not examine the hone carefully.
by Rev J D McGraw, Miss Vera Jewett, of
brought over from previous terms:
November, has returned to his home here.
Augusta, to Jay Gallison, of Surry.
Mr. Mitchell denied that he made the
Cates.
Appealed
Schooner Elva L. Spurling has been sold THOMAS-MCKAY-At Eden. April 9. by Rev
statement that the hone was all right,
C E Burleigh, Miss Ethel Thomas to George
C McKay, both of Eden.
tnd did not warrant him. He admitted State v*. Daniel McKay, from Ellsworth mu- to Boston parties, and Capt. W. A. Spurfor
assault
and
court,
battery. NV1 ling has taken command of schooner TORREY—GRAY—At
nicipal
that the horse had stringhalt when he
Sedgwick, April 11, by
prossed.
Rev C C Koch, Miss Minnie J Torrey to
Nickerson, and is now fishing.
sold him, but said that Mr. Stafford and
Andrew M Gray, both of Sedgwick.
State vs. Harvey Snow* from Western HanMr. Guptill both examined the horse, that
Mrs. Emma E. Birlem, who baa been at
cock municipal court, for assault and batthey not Only fodc behind him, but had
DIED.
tery. Nol prossed on payment of costs taxed the Maine general hospital in Portland
the horse driven up and down past them.
for the past three weeks, returned to-day
at $23.28.
BOWDEN—At Penobscot, April 10, Winfield
mufrom
Bar
Harbor
vs.
were
both
and
must
State
have
much
after
a
successful
Joseph
Surry,
horsemen,
They
improved
operaL Bowden, aged 34 years, 7 months, 10 days.
known the horse had stringhalt.
nicipal court, judgment of lower court tion.
BUTLER-At West Brooklin, April 9, Mrs
affirmed with additional costs of this court.
The jury returned a verdfct of |150 (or
Mrs. Cora A. Richardson has gone to fcHannah E Butler, aged 78 years, 4 months.
.Vetc Indictments.
DAY—At Southwest Harbor, April 9, Mrs
plaintiff. Motion for new trial has been
Portland and Booth bay on a visit. Her
Mahala Day, aged 81 years, 5 months, 13
and battery.
assault
died.
Gaetano Beradini,
Mrs. Matilda Spurling, is with
days.
mother,
CONNEBS vs. timatewis.
Pleaded guilty. Continued for sentence on
Mrs. Luella Stanley while Mrs. Richard- CASPAR—At 8urry, April 13, Elmer Everett,
infant son of Mr and Mrs Roscoe Gaspar,
payment of costs taxed at $20.
me secnna civu case oi tne term to DC
son ia absent.
aged 2 months, 18 days.
tried went on this morning. This was an Loreto Angeloni, assault and battery. Pleaded
South Brooksville, April 14, Avery
GRAY—At
H.
of
BoothSpurling,
Capt. Benjamin
guilty. Continued for sentence on payment
action (or f 1,000 damages lor assault
Gmy, aged 68 years.
is visiting relatives and friend* here I
of costs taxed at $20.
bay,
oAfFKIN-At
David
Conner*
Schenectady. S T, Apririfc*r
H.
brought by
against
while he is awaiting the building of a ! apoplexy. Gen Eugeue Griffin, formed/ of
Demosttunes T. Tima yen is. The de- Marriuo Gottado. assault with intent'to kill
Ellsworth, aged 51 years, 5 months. 25 days.
in
which
he
to
to
the
steamer
j HENNESSEY—At
expects
go
and niurder. Nol prossed by county attorfendant is a summer resident of Sullivan,
Bangor, April 13, Mrs Mary
ney as to attempt to murder. Pleaded not Cape shore in search of mackerel.
F Hennessey, of Ellsworth, ageda52 years.
and the plaintiff had been in hie employ
16.
Verdict
Tried
Guilty.
April
guilty.
A ministerial meeting is to be held in JOYCE—At Deer Isle, April 13, Moses S’Joyce,
for several years.
Sentence, 2 years in State prison.
aged 78 years.
the Union meeting-house to-day in order
The alleged aasanlt was committed in
MADDOCKS—At Bluehill, April 15. Mae H
Fountain Davis, breaking, entering and lar- to
a programme and make^arprepare
the library ot the defendant’s cottage.
Maddocks, aged 8 years, 6 months, 28 days.
ceny. Gave bonds in sum of $500 for aprangements for the reception of the C. E. MARKS—At West Penobscot. April 16, John
The day before the aseauft, plaintiff had
pearance at October term.
H Marks, aged 70 years, 5 mouths.
announced that he Intended to leave the Fountain Davis, breaking, entering and lar- local union to be held here next month.
PATTEN—At North
Ellsworth, April 12.
at
borers
who
The
well
have
been
for
artesian
defendant’s employ, and presented bill
appearance
ceny. Gave bonds in $500
j Willis H, infant son of Mr and Mrs Fred L
14 days., RB
Patten,
aged
MBRfldflHB
(or services.
term.
Moorfield
on
October
at
work
here
for
tv
o
Defendant told him to call
Storey
April 11, William J
the next day, and he would give him a Fountain Davis, breaking, entering and lar- wells since last July, leave to-day for Bass 1 SMITH—At Sargentville,
74 years.
Smith,
aged
ceny with intent to commit felony. Gave Harbor, where they have engaged to bore
check.
SMITH—At Lamoine. April 14, Clarence :
bonds in sunTof $500 for appearance at Oc- a well.
It was during this visit to the bouse
It is estimated that the well just
Henry, infant son of Mr and Mrs Leander J
tober term.
Smith, aged day.
«
Masai
on
more
that the assault is alleged to have taken
Big Cranberry yields
THOMPSON—At
Frank Leighton, riot. Pleaded not guilty. completed
Stonington. April 9, Leon 1
than 100 gallons per minute. All are glad 1 Francis, infant son
of Mr and Mrs Michael
place. Defendant says plaintiff called him
Continued for sentenced because of illness to learn that the
great undertaking of | L Thompson.
a liar and used other abaaive
defendant’s counsel. Bail of $000 furnished boring the third well has proved successlanguage,
WARREN—At South Deer Isle, April 6, Mrs
and he forcibly put him out, but need no
ful.
for appearance in October.
Susan Warren, aged 71 years.
R.
YOUNG—At Bangor, April 11. Mrs Eunice H
unnecessary violence. Plaintiff allegee Joe Emery, riot. Capias to issue in vacation.
April 15._
j
not
Pleaded
riot.
guilty.
H.
Otha
Jellison,
Young, of South Hancock, aged 80 years.
that defendant struck him and inflicted
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Continued for sentenced because of illness
severe
thb

COVUT.

M82.

Lccu-MBe, A. K-e.y,

p„„d.ng Justice

'S-JOH*

B«Mrm-BvRO»

2U>b«ru»nnms>

_

was

j

_

u.DXi

i,

4no*rapher-C.

I

igw^material,

Jutprs-^SWE

-DIEGO--

Xcock;

j

|

By Colombo 39969,

j

do and be raced to

...

The

bodily injuries.
case

went to

day.

the Jury at

noon

to-

ASSIGNED LIST.

Following

the special assigned tint,
with record of
disposal of cases to date;
»»:. Bresnahan va. Whitmore. Masoo; Hurley. Neither party.
2329.
McCarthy va. Hodgkins. D. & L.; Pineo.
Defendant defaulted for $43, and costa,
2386.

is

$25.
Stafford

vi Mitchell.
Clark; Towle.
Verdict for plaintiff, $190. Motion tor

trial filed.
2391. Harrow Co. ve. Moore.
Giles; Stuart.
Reassigned to general lilt.
2°°- C|ark va. Kodlck.
Defendant
Clark.
new

defaulted.
Fertilizer Co. ve. Haalam.
Whiting;
BurriU. Continued.
2251. Marshall va.
Fellows; King.
Gasper.
Defendant defaulted for 0100, without

2351

C08U.
2386.
2387.

Greely

vs.

Foster.

of defendant’s counsel. Bail of $500 furnished for appearance in October.
Charles Conners, riot. Capias to issue in vacation.
Pleaded guilty.
Grover Bunker, single sale.

Continued for sentence.
Pleaded
Grover Bunker, common sellers
gpilty. Sentenced, fine of $100 and costs,

Oreely ve. Foster. Peters; King.

Neither

party.
wl11 Promptly cheek a cold or
ths*nerent*c‘t’
when taken early or at the “sneeze
ztzJlif PR?
Freventlci cure seated colds as

CRIMINAL CASES TRIED.

Two criminal cases were tried yesterday. In the forenoon William Steadman
was tried on the indictment for assault
with intent to kill and murder. He was
defended by Harry L. Crabtree, counsel

are little candy cold cure
being assigned by the court.
4?,d Dr Shoop, Racine, Win., will
The circumstances of the assault on
and
abookonColdi
samples
f*?1you
write him. The samples Sheriff Mayo are too well known to need
SJj«>a will
early Colds with
K ,t,heir merit- Check
here of the evidence. The de,toP Pneumonia. Sold in So repetition
ins 25c
w£4.c"
•“?
»°d
boxes
fendant admitted the assault but denied
by G. A. Pabcheb.

Preventici

BEAUTY AND GOOD EYESIGHT
Go With Our Glasses.
Our special lens fits the face as well as the eye.
Do your Glasses become you? If not, we can make
you some that will.
All cases of defective vision scientifically and cor*
rectly fitted. We can duplicate any lens at short
notice.

Examination
F.

Manufacturing

winter in

An

interesting programme

Free.

ROBINSON,
Optician and Jeweler.

Telephone Connection.

__

with

;

pendable upper is

C. L.

III

a

CLARION.

WHO

requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P.

GUARANTEES
HIS WORK
ought

to be a pretty safe dentist
to go to. hadn’t he? Add to that
the fact that he lias been doing
dentistry in one city for many
years and has completely satisfied

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street,

thousands of patrons, and it
DOES seem
as
though YOU
could safely patronize him,

PAT

wo

doesn't itvX
I guarantee all my work ; I

BBIPOE,_ELLSWOKTH

STUDIO,

!!

Ellsworth, Me.,
22 Main St.,
aad yaa will receive 1 doi. yeat-cardv el your pkete.
‘'
Photo will he returned. A negative or
film can he used.
!■ I 1 I I I I 1 M"l"l"l-M I l
---

!I

t L Slum t 0.5.,

!
<

57 Main St.,

Porcelain

cleaned

clean.

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

Send for circular.

L. 1. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME.

H.

AUTOMOBILES.
Let
are

us

call your attention to the fact that

School will not begin this week on ac- I
count of the illness of Miss Carr, of
to play
Frankfort, who has been engaged to teach
THE VIOLIN.
the spring term.
We
by mall orally. In either case you
T.
I have teach
April 15.
personal instruction. Don't miy you cannot learn. We know you can. All we ask is
Wrile
name
and we will prove all we say
AURORA.
jrour
tor particulars, etc, to caul law on violin SCHOOL. P.*rH nd. Me.. Baxter Block.
Leo Jordan and wife were in Bangor
last week.
j
Fay B. Mills is visiting relatives in
Brewer and Bangor.
The sewing’circle met with Mrs. Albert

|

Learn

GREELY,

we

agents foe the

DENTIST.

RAMBLER CARS,

nesday.

and also repairmen for any car. Send for catalogue and prices. Portland-Rockland Automobile Company, J. A. Lester, Manager, Rockland. Me.

AMERICAN ADS

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

"

ONE

Tlx

Eastern
HANCOCK,

PAY BEST
TRY

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets

Woolen,
Carpets

and daughters Avis
and Hazel will leave for Bar Harbor Wed-

Bangor, Me.

"l"M"l"I"i-ll I

Oriental Rug Works.

Miss Laura Butler is visiting Mrs. Ev-

use

only up-to-date methods and appliances ; I charge the lowest possible prices.

M».

Photo and $1.00:
:! SendtoYour
nsRnnn s

Tracey.
Mrs. Hervey Murch

|||

A DENTIST

•l.,|.l|„I, l..l.,l-I | l i I"M-H.'lMIMi"l-l-H-K

erett

1

ence.

THE=5=—

WSST ESP

NORTH FRANKLIN.

special ref-

Morang, Department Stores,
Ellsworth, Me.

Whether it's a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion", it is

,

to the
upper to which
it is to be joined,
aided by skilled
tanning which
increases its
normal toughness and resili-

fins and honecc sole.

H. B. eSTEY A CO.,

M.

I

erence

one pair has endurance or any other
desirable quality ever been sacrificed. The
La France is as good as it locks. And you
can always be sure that beneath its de-

•WO

_

/
Mace last Thursday.
Mrs. S. E. Crosby visited her daughter,
Mrs. F. O. Silsby, of Amherst, last week.
C.
April 15.

evident in every one of the beautiful La
France shoe-creations shown at this store.

All kind. #f Wttvodry work done at short nolle
Good, called her aad delivered.

noon.

_

Expert knowledge governs
its selection,

,

presented.
Miss Mary Foster gave a birthday party
Saturday afternoon to fifteen children.
Dainty refreshments were served to the
little folks, who greatly enjoyed the afterApril 15.

and consistently sustained standards can accomplish is made

ELLSWORTH

was

'SOLE

CJ Proof of what high

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

given Thursday evening,
April 11, by the pupils of Miss Nellie M.
Butler.

$
|
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was

K

record.

a

In not

Hancock Count? Port*.
West Sullivan
Sid Apr 11, sch Mary B
Wellington, paving, for New York
Apr 13, sch Allen Green, paving for New
York
Apr 14, sch Catherine, curb for Bar Harbor
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A recital

»

SHOE FO
WOMEN

—

Savage, who has spent the i
Boston, is at home for a few

Herman L.

,-

L_L

LIST.

Lyman Bragdon is quite ill with grip.
Miss Lillian Hooper is at George Dyer’s
for a while.

XbbcTtisnncnts.

El.

Mrs. F. A. Foster pleasantly entertained
the laidies’ whist club Saturday evening.

days.
$15, and 30 days in county jail.
Mrs. Clara Smallidge, of Seal Harbor,
Pearl Wardwell, single sale. Nol prossed on
visited her sister, Mrs. M. R. Frost, last
payment of fine, $50, costs, $9.67.
Indictment
William 8teadman,
larceny.
week.
quashed owing to defect.
A ball will be given at the Neighbor*
William Steadman, assault with intent to kill
house on Wednesday
evening,
and murder. Pleaded not guilty. Trial hood
Sentence, 10 April 17.
Tuesday. Verdict, guilty.
years in State prison,
Mrs. I. E. Ralph is in Lincoln visiting
sentence.
her father, Stephen Smallidge, who is ill
William Steadman, breaking, entering and
with the grip.
Continued for
larceny. Pleaded guilty.
George E. Kimball, a student of Harsentence.
William Steadman, breach of prison. Pleaded vard law school, came home Sunday for
the spring vacation.
guilty. Continued for sentence.

Peters; King. Neither

party.

MARINE

A sod was born to Fred Bucklen and
wile April 10.

06.

TERMS, $25.00 TO WARRANT. Ms res, boarded at reasonable rates,
pastured if wanted. Every precaution taken to avoid accident, but will not be
responsible in oase of one. For further particulars address
iF. C. BURKILI,. Ellsworth. Maine.

>

|

3

1907AT ELLSWORTH. ME.
DIEGO is s seal brown stallion standing 15*2 and weighing 1,W)6 lbs. at four
years of age. Is a horse of subatanoe, great beaotyjdbt S weak Spot tn or on him.
Came from a family of fast trotters and is a very fast trotter himself, having
shown a foil mile in his three-year-old form in 2.24, the last quarter in 38% seconds. DIEGO is out of Bertha L, by Donum 2-18%, second dam the “Rowe
Mare” Mand, 2.34% (record obtainedin a winning nice when eighteen years Of
age), tb* dam oT Belle Wyman, 2.38%;Maud, by Gapt. Sprague, heby Gen’l Sherman. Third data by Hirsm Drew.
DIEGO is bicely marked, having a small star and h'a off ankle behind beinjf
white. He has a straight hind leg, clean, cordy and wide, is heavily Uraacledand
splendid feet. Hisseeaon in the stud will cloeeabout June 16: at that time be
will go into a trainer’s hands for the purpose of showing the public what he can
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WILL MAKE'THE SEASON OF

MAINE.

GRANITE and MARBLE MONUMENTS
and CEMETERY WORK.
Estimates Given.

Contracts

Taken.

Moses Flowers,
R
F.
M
F,
M
R
V.
P
A3
XjI All
All U ATX U ATX
Work
and Fine
and
Floral

for any

every occasion

FRED’K H. MOSES, Bar Harbor.

Open

all the

year round

..

**•

*

mkricax

107 ; mission. His wife will accompany him to
county. Boston for a few week’s visit among rela-

scrxbcrs at

nas

/ pout-ofrees
«/ th',
iU («• ^mer pat-er* in the County combinee do not reach no many. The American m not the only paper printed
jn
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that oan properly be called a County paper; all ch»
reel are merely local papers The circula
Hem of Thk American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, ie larger
thorn that of aU the other papers printed
in Hancock county.
in Hancock
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Mrs. Kate Moon will leave Munday for
visit in Massachusetts.

Friends here of Mrs. Vernisha Johnson
Gaspar sympathize with her in the loss of
her four-months-old son.
Mrs. Almena Conary has gone to Bar
Harbor to keep house for Fred Luckins,
who lost his wife last week.
Frank Hamilton and wife have been
called to Lawrenoe, Mass., by the serious
illness of Mr. Hamilton’s father.

April

CASTINE.

Sunday.

C. F. Jones A Co. had their spring open*
ing Friday and Saturday.
Visa Elsie Stover left on Saturday for
Franklin, where she will teach.
Kiaa Kathryn Martin was home last
week for a few daya’ visit with her
mother.

Vim,

v

«#« atkrr

aee

pmgt»

13._C.

at

Miss Lizzie Burns is visiting her parents
Swan’s Island.

The second story of the masonic block
is being newly fitted np for a banquet hall,
kitchen, ladies' room, etc. Woen completed it will make line attractive rooms
for the use of the olue lodge, chapter and
Eastern Star.
Susan F., widow of Martin V. Warren,
died at her home at Sooth Deer Isle Saturday, April 8. She had been ill only a short
time. Few knew that she was not in her
usual health, and her sudden death was a
shock to her friends. She leaves a son,
Elmer E. Warren, and a daughter, Mrs.
Lewis K. Judkins. Her age was seventyone years.
Funeral services were conducted by Rev. J. Jackson.

All

are

glad

ISLAND TELEPHONE CO.

to

W. E. Dow has been painting hia house
inside and ont.

his home in Granite.
School began Monday, Miss Elizabeth
Cunningham, of Belfast, teacher.
Capt. Fred Hall returned Friday from a
trip to Stonington in his sloop Mermaid.

Little Carl Reed, second son of B. B.
Reed and wife, is quite ill with pneumonia.

Mrs. W. A. Clark and family, who have
winter in Portland, came home

Schooner Joyce Rebecca landed freight
here at the wharf for Fred L. Cole Friday.

spent the
Sunday.

Schooner Robert W. paaaed yesterday,
bound to Blnehill with stone, in tow
of tug Betsy Rosa.
April 13.
Rev. Mr. Bailey, of Brooklin, delivered
The past week has been a hard one for
the Rockland scallop fleet.
All report a sermon 9unday afternoon, in the chapel,
to a large number of people.
poor fishing.
Arthur Bain and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son, born

William Hale received
from Green island saying that
his sloop, the Helen H., had beer, driven
He left Saturday morning, with
ashore.
a crew, to get her off, and succeeded in
floating her.
XirtoraoK.
April 15.

Friday night

Alonzo Wentworth and wife ate receivon the birth of a

ing congratulations
daughter, born April

2.

Murphy

and son, of Base
Harbor, are visiting Mrs. Murphy's
mother, Mrs, Mena Lawson.
Mrs. Ernest

message

a

Mrs. Raymond Dow and son are visiting
Mrs. Dow's mother, Mre. Ina Higgins, at
Centre, while her husband is in Rockland.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Fred Sargent and wife, of Sargentville,
Capt. W. H. Lunt took a trip to Surry are rejoicing over the birth of a daughter,
to
take
Ashton
E.
Lunt
Thursday
Capt.
born April 12.
and crew, consisting of Albion Murphy,
F. R. Marks, who has spent the last live
Harry McKinnon and wife, of Belfast,
Leon
Robbins
and
take
Pomroy, to
Henry
months with Mrs. R. A. Elwell, returned
have been guests of Mrs. Aaron Chamberschooner
F.
H.
Odiorne.
oommand of the
home Saturday.
lain a few daya.
Capt. Joeeph Wooster and family have
Miss Bernice Philbrook, who has been
Harry Thurston and wife went to Bosmoved to Warren, where he has bought a
ton Thursday to spend a few weeks with
spending the winter in Boelon, arrived
Moses C. Jcyoe, one of our moat sub- farm. They left here April 11 for their
relatives and friends.
home last week.
stantial citizens, died Saturday morning new home. All regret their departure,
Mrs. Beulah Allen is keeping bouse for
Adrian Tattle, of Belfast, has had his after a
long illness of heart disease. He but wish them success in their new home.
her father, David Thurston, while her
photographic studio opened for several was born at Swan’s Island In ISM, and waa
of
Mias Ernestine H. Murphy was leader
is away.
days’ work here.
the son of William and Mary (Staples) the concert at the church Saturday night. brother, Harry Thurston,
Mrs. Nellie Pierce, who has oeen in BelStephen Uash has gone to Dark Harbor,I Joyce. He was twice married, his last It was a decided success. The children all
fast with her daughter,
Mrs. Ethel
where he will be employed painting tor wife surviving him.
He was an en- took their
parts well, especially Edmund
MW
*"S BWOWU.
terprising. public-spirited man, a promi- lB. Reed, jr and Ethelyn Walls. Mrs. Collins, for a long visit, has returned
The pulpit at the Congregational church nent worker in the church and in masonic Flora Murphy furnished music on her home.
Miss Minnie Torrey, of North Sedgwas occupied Sunday by Mr. Greig, of the circles. He was secretary of Marine lodge phonograph.
Ice-cream and cake were
and Pine Tree chapter and was a regular served.
Bangor theological seminary.
Proceeds, fll.40, for the new wick, and Andrew Gray, of Weat SedgHe will be greatly missed.
wick, were married Thursday, April 'll.
£. Julian Seybt and wife will soon attendant.
organ.
Rex.
Their many friends wish them a long and
April 18.
Thblma.
leave for several months’ business trip to
April 15.
happy life.
Lewiston, Augusta and other places.
WEST EDEN.
STONINGTON.
George M. and Roy Allen's mill was
Mrs. N. B. Gray and two granddaughR. W. Haynes is spending a few weeks
Florian Arey is clerking for Mrs. 9. W. burned early Sunday morning. The first
ters arrived Saturday night from Bar Harwith his son, Fred Haynes, in Waltham, Fifleld.
to reach the burning building found it
bor, where they have been spending the
Mass.
winter.
John Stanley, who has been on the too late to save anything, as the roof had
W. C. Higgins, who has been quite ill, steamer
Monhegan this winter, is at home. fallen in. It was a great loss to Mr. Allen
Mrs. Baker, of Brooklyn, N. Y,, was in
is somewhat better, but is still confined to
and son and quite a number of men are
town last week to inspect her new cottage
Snmner P. Mills is moving his househouse.
out of employment. All hope the mill
which has been built st Dyce’s Head this the
hold goods into the house of Mra. Emily
will soon be rebuilt.
The West Eden Sunday school gave a Babbidge.
winter by Perkins & Bowden.
Mrs. Edward Cox arrived Saturday from
the
has
where
she
spent
winter,

Bangor,

On account of illness among the teachers, the town schools were somewhat
broken np last week, bat at present they
are all in running order again.
The selectmen, in accordance with a
vote passed at town meeting, have posted
notices governing the keeping of gasolene, naphtha and similar explosives.

fine Easter concert at the achoolhouae last

Sunday evening.
Frank Wiggin

and

been in Vermont the

returned home.
them back.

Arthur Spofford has bought a new gasolaunch, and Capt. Thomas Barbour a

All

family, who have

past two years, liave
are glad to welcome

new

sloop.

Mrs. J. H. Eaton returned from the
Maine general hospital on Saturday much
improved in health.

The V. I. S. has postponed the regular
Cards are out for the marriage of Miss
Thursday afternoon sewing circle until Nina Greene, of Deer Isle, and Samuel
the second week in May, on account of
F. N. Stover, plumber, has been busy
Coid, of Stonington.
bad traveling.
the past few days connecting the water
The Stonington board of trade held a
D.
Hall
and
Mrs.
G.
little
daughter
systems in the Porter and McClintock
meeting and banquet at Hotel Stonington
Clarice
a
few
week
this
at
days
spent
cottages, which #iU be opened for the
on the evening of April 14.
Salisbury Cove with Mrs. Hall’s parents,
summer soon.
Mrs. Edgell, of New York, wife of the
Isaac Emery and wife.
The memorial sermon to the G. A. R. on
chief engineer on the Benvenue, with her
Frank Power, civil engineer in the emthe Sunday preceding Memorial Day
son, came Saturday to spend the summer
will be given in the Methodist church. ploy of -the government, cow located in here.
The address on Memorial Day will be by Rhode Island, came home Thursday. His
Mrs. Elizabeth Downs is very ill with
Rev. Mr. Douthit, of the Unitarian wife and two little children have been
pneumonia. Mrs. Downs is the daughter
quite ill with the grip, but are better.
church.
of the late Nathaniel Robbins, better
M.
April 15.
Owing to the bad weather and bad
known as “Uncle Than”, who died two
walking Wednesday night the stereopti- j
years ago, aged 104.
BLUE HILL.
con lecture at the Methodist church by
A party of Italian laborers direct from
Lorenzo Lufkin has been confined to
Rev. Mr. Hatch, of Belfast, was very |
Italy came on Sunday morning s boat.
1 bis house by the grip and rheumatism.
slimly attended, but those venturing out
were well laden with bags and bagMiss Delia Veazie has been away visiting They
were well repaid.
gage. The padrone took them directly to
At a bearing before the selectmen Fri- » friends in Thomaston and other places.
Crotch island, where they will break
1
Moses Veazie, who was employed in
day permission was given Horatio Crie to
paving.
erect a weir for the purpose of catching Brockton, Mass., during the winter, is at
Rev. C. W. Robinson, who has been
herring and sardines at some point above home for a few weeks.
away for a visit, returned home Saturday.
the old brickyard. Mr. Crie is already at
Mrs. E. A. Chase has returned from
At the Congregational church Sunday
work on the weir.
Bethel, where she has been visiting her morning he preached a very interesting
E.
Mrs.
A.
Herrick.
Castine people will be pleased to know daughter,
meet in our
sermon on “the lions we
that the “Concert of Nations” that has
Miss JoBie Snow, who has been away
journey through life”.
been given in many places in the State is some time visiting in Flushing, N. Y.,
Nihil.
April 15.
to be presented here the latter part of Boston and Waterville, returned home
BROOKLIN.
May under the auspices of the teachers of j April 8.
Mrs. Idella Hill is in Sargentville fora
the village schools. A chorus of sixty :
Judge E. E. Che.se and wife were called
few weeks.
voices is to be organized and will meet for to
Bangor last week by the illness of their
the first rehearsal Friday evening, April
Capt. R. C. Stuart is ill, threatened with
daughter, Miss Edith, who has been a
19, under the auspices of N. W. Little- stenographer at the insane hospital.
pneumonia.
field, of Bangor. A children's chorus of
Fred Allen has begun work on the TolA ten-cent supper was served in the
forty voices will also take part.
Congregational vestry April 11. Proceeds, cott cottage.
The Witherle wharf at the foot of
Mrs. Amanda Sellers has gone to Snnnearly |9. The ladies entertaining were
Green street has been purchased by W. H. Mrs.
Chase, Mrs. H. B. Darling and Mrs. shine for a few weeks.
has
who
to
make
some
Hooper,
begun
J. W. Kane.
Miss Gladys Bridges visited friends in
changes in it. The old building which has
M.
April 15.
Sedgwick Saturday and Sunday.
Stood so many years at the foot of Green
Mrs. Alfred Joyce and daughter restreet has been torn down, and oth-r
HARBORSIDE.
turned from Oceanville Saturday.
changes made to fit the wharf for his lumMiss Tina Gray is workihg for Mrs.
ber business. His wharf at the foot of
Clarence Stanley ia at home from BosMartin Gray.
Main street has been leased by the Maine
ton, where he has been employed during
Mrs. George Cousins, who has been
Central for a boat landing, and will be
the past winter.
quite ill, is better.
fitted up for such purpose4t once.
Mrs. Horace Batchelcr spent a few days
Henry Wescott, of Belfast, has been vis- in Stonington last week,
Friday afternoon a pair of horses bevisiting her
relatives here.
iting
longing to W. P. Hooper and attached to
daughter, Mrs. Hinckley.
Mrs. V. B. Black is visiting her sister,
the heavy forward wheels of a dump cart
Rev. Charles F. McKoy, of Bar Harbor,
ran
away out of the stable yard and Mrs. Valerious Black.
will deliver the memorial address at the
turned down down Main street, running
E. W. Hutchins, of Boston, is spending Baptist church May 30.
over the te un of George Bowden, of North
a few days at his cottage.
Mrs. Nellie Stanley and Miss Abbie
Castine.
Mr. Bowden was thrown out of
Fernald Howard, w’ho has been working Stanley came home Friday from Everett,
his wagon and received a bad scalp wound. at Stockton the
is
past winter, at home.
Mass., where they have spent the winter.
He was taken to the office of Dr. Parsons,
Frank Sawyer was called to Orland
Mrs. A. J. Atherton aud children leave
where his wound was dressed, and then
by the illness of his father, Ly- to-day for Lynn, Mass., where Mr. Athertaken to his home, where he is now rest- Thursday
man Sawyer.
ton is employed.
They will make that
ing comfortably. Frank Dunbar, who was
Mrs. Emma G^y, who has been visiting place their home.
in the team with Mr. Bowden, jumped
her daughter at Manchester, Mass., will
Mrs. J. B. Babson, who was called to
and escaped injuries.
return Thursday.
Roxbury, Mass., by the illness of Charles
Hancock lodge, F. and A. M., and S. K.
Wix.
April 13.
West, returned Friday. Mr. West is
Whiting chapter, Eastern Star, held a
much improved in health.
joint sociable and supper at Emerson hall
BAR HARBOR.
Une Femme.
April 15.
Friday evernug. About 126 members were
Green & ^Reynolds Co. has been organpresent. The tables were bountifully
NORTH BROOKLIN.
ized here for the purpose of carrying on
spread. An entertainment was given,
Eugene Sherman has recovered from his
business of general contactors, with
consisting of music by the orchestra and the
stock of which |18,000 is illness.
|25,000
capital
H.
a sleight-of-hand exhibition by
E.
in. President, Charles S. Green;
Charles Sherman and wife, who have
j
Carpenter. One feature of the entertain- ; paid
! passed the winter in Boston and New
ment was the rendering of a selection by treasurer, Bartlett C. Reynolds.
» ladies’ orchestra imported for the occaibbtrUMnunts.
as
follows: Sewall
sion and made
up

Perkins, cornet; W. A. Bicker, specialist;
on various instruments; C. F. Jones, triangle and bird calls; Mr. Douthit, fife; J.
F. Rea, slide trombone or plant spray.
The music was something beyond the
wildest dreams of any one in the audience.
The directing by Sewall Perkins was particularly strenuous. At the close of the
programme, dancing

April

was

W-

^

i^V
^
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G.

Mrs. Eva Treworgy has sold her horse
and cow.

Gapt. Winfield 8. Treworgy will
Monday night to get his yacht into

leave
com-

-w

j'

J

-W
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a

long time.

You catch cold easily or become rundown because of the after effects of malaria.

Strengthen yourself with Scott*s

Emulsion.
It builds

EAST SURRY.

J

The effect of malaria lasts

enjoyed.

16.

X

new

blood and tones up your

system.

nervous

Thomas Richardson returned from the
Bar Harbor hospital Saturday. All are
glad to hear of his return.
Mrs. John Allen Somes, who has been
visiting friends in Bucksport, Bangor and
Brewer, returned Saturday.
Miss Mabel Hodgdon, of Seal Cove, who
has been working at J. W. Somes', was
called home by the illness of her grand-
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AJ1 rou do is to simply keep the sore wet with
On a uuc. buttle from any druggist ty-.ii>

X-Z*lu.

FREE BOOKLET
j

Mica Axle Grease
Bat lubricant fat axles in the
and very id-

world—long wearing
basin.
Makes a

baary

load draw like ■

Saves half the weir on
wagon and team, and increases the
naming capacity of your outfit.

li^ht

ona.

Ask your dealer for Mica AxU

1

The only form of food made
from wheat that is all nutriment is the soda cracker, and
yet—the only soda cracker of
which this is really true is

mother.
Mrs. Thad S. Somes left Wednesday for
visit her two daughters,
Mrs. A. G. Sanderson and Mrs. L. M.
Colwell.
J.
April 15.

Columbus, O., to

Uneeda Biscuit

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Richard Smith is in poor health.
Mrs. E. T. Sylvester is again on the sick
list.

The

Pauline Small, of Belfast, is visiting her
sisters here.

soda cracker

only

scientifically

baked.
The

Boston this week

business.

soda

only

cracker

effectually

protected.

Mrs. Adrian Stanley, who has spent the
winter in Rockland, is at hom?.

The

only soda cracker ever fresh,
crisp and clean.
The only soda cracker good at all

Mrs. E. H. Downs, an aged lady, who
has been quite feeble for many years, is
very ill.
Mrs. Susan Warren died April 6. She
was not thought to be dangerously ill,
and the news of her death came as quite a
shock to her neighbors. Her age was
about seventy-one years.
H.
April 12.

times.
In a dust tight,
moisturt proof paekags.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

OCEANVILLE.
Alfred Greenlaw is at home.

1

Mrs. F. M. Stinson, who has been quite
ill, is better.
The clam factory is running, employing
ibout thirty or forty people.
Rev. Mr. Hunt, State missionary! occupied the pulpit here and at West Stonington Sunday.

]

(Always lead'■
Prepared
My Remedies are
of the Highest Grade Drugs
hesnre's veterinary
Obtainable. remedies
are m-

Some of the lobster fishermen have
their traps down, but owing to the bad
weather do not see them very often.
the small number of pupils,
been united, and
areurderthe supervision of Miss Mary
Bartlett.

Owing

to

tended for blooded stock.

the two schools have

April

12.

1

j

WEST BROOKLIN.

ing

!

set.

Mrs. Hannah Butler died at her home

April

10.

Miss Lettie and Luke Carter
frome Ellsworth Saturday.

April

j
came

15.

borne
B.

LEACH’S POINT.

Lyman Sawyer

has a very bad foot.
Frank J. Ames, who has been quite ill,

improving.
Frank L. Sawyer, of Cape Rosier, is visiting bu father, Lyman Sawyer.
Lewis Bowden, who broke his leg a few
weeks ago, is getting along as well as
could be expected.
April 13. __
M.
la

itching

a

store.—Advt.

isis oi over

iwemy years expencuw.

^

Street,

§

1tt-KINE0~RAN6i
BAKE THE BEST.
*
_

The construction of these
6tove8

and the

of the flues and

results.

Coal

furnished
r.

S.

AIKEN

arrangement
dampers

a#

produce wonderful

bound to

crippled

instantly. Cures piles,
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes,
scabies-Doan’s
Ointment. At
any drug

—

Because of their excellence many of them, particularly*
Lesure’s Special Liniment, are used beneficially by man upon
himself, as well as on his horse.
ILyou own a horse or other stock, it is to your interest to keep it well,
or, if sick, to make it well.
I publish a valuable little veterinary treatise,'entitled “THE
CARE OF DUMB ANIMALS,” which I will mail you free.
Lesure’s Veterinary* Stable Case, sent to any address in the world upon
receipt of $6.00, contains a full assortment of all my time-tried remedies, also
necessary tools for administering them, and a book giving symptoms ana
treatment of all diseases.
I should be pleased to have you correspond with me direct.
j
Dfr. J. C. LE8URE, 172 Winchester
Keene, N. H.

Lewis Swardi is under arrest at Millinoeket, charged with the murder of John
Simoni. The men, both of whom are
Italians, quarreled while drunk, and
Simoni was stabbed to death.
It is safer to do business with
mule than an unloaded gun.

Ever)’

preparation is compounded under my
personal supervision by registered chem-

w

A.

Otis Trundy left Thursday for Boston.
Polls for the new- telephone line are be-

Stops

ALL DRUGGISTS i

]

Maby B. Bombs.
MiAanda Bbanscom,
Committee on resolutions.

evening.

in

;

Eva A. Jacobson.

B ROOKS V1LLE.

was

Pimples

Itch in*
Bleedin*

;

it.
Resolved. That In the death of eieter Angie
Alley Garland, Mount Desert chapter hoe lost
a worthy member, one whose loyalty to the
order helped her ia her hoars of suffering.
Resolved, That this expression of our sympathy be inscribed on our records, a copy sent
to the family of the deceased and a copy sent
to Thb Ellswobth Amboican for publication. and that our charter be draped in |
mourning for a period of thirty daya.

The steamer Tremont, of the Brooksville-Baagor route, was the first steamer
up the river to Bangor this spring, arriving there Saturday. She goes on her regular run this week.

Joseph Judkins

Eczema

j
j

therefore be

SOMESVTLLE.

on

j

azx

Isaac Somes left to-day for Bucksport.
Rev. Mr. McAllister occupied the pulpit
in the Union church Sunday morning and

line

\

SOMESVTLLE.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
The Divine Reaper has again entered our chapter and taken from oar fraternal chain a golden link, while we, as sisters
and brothers of Mount Desert chapter, O. E.
8., bow in humble submission to One whoee
wisdom snd goodness fslleth not, oar hearts
go out ia sympathy to the husband and littte
one so early bereft of a wife and
mother;

Rae.

April 15.

aiwtrtuKintnu.

To Operate Telephone In Southwest
Harbor and Tremont.
Certificate of incorporation of the Island Telephone Co. was filed in the office
of the secretary of state last week.
This company was organised under
special act of the last legislature for the
purpose of constructing, owning, mar*taining and operating a telephone line or
lines in the towns of Southwest Harbor
and Tremont, and from any point# in
Southwest Harbor across the Western
Way, so-called, to Great Cranberry Isle
and LUtle Cranberry Isle. The capital
stock is 910,000, all of which la common
| stock, and the par value of the ah area is
925 each.
The names of the shareholders and the
number of shares subscribed for by each
are aa follows: Guy H. Parker,8; William
J. Tower, 8; George A. Neal, 2; Lewis 8.
Springer, 8; Seth W. Norwood, 8; Henry
Clark, 8; Hosts Hodgdoa, 2; J. D. Phillips, 2; A. L Holmes, 1; Alice J. Dolliver,
2; B. B. Reed, 4; Charles P. Lunt, 4\
Lowell A. Bunker, 2; Henry B. Albee, 2;
Prank McMullen, 1; Thomas 8. Tapley, 2;
unsubscribed In the treasury, 880.
The officers of the corporation are:
President, Guy H. Parker: vice-president,
T. 8. Tapley; treasurer. William J. Tower;
director!. Seth W. Norwood, Guy H.
Parker, William J. Tower, Henry Clark,
George A. Neel, Lewis 8. Springer, B. B.
Reed, Lowell A. Bunker, Charles P. Lunt
and T. 8. Tapley.

Arthur Cole is visiting his old home in
Granite.
George Grindle has just moved back to

WEST TREMONT.

a
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came home Friday.
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Mrs. Lottie Havey leaves for
oy the
Providence,
ne postponed
R. I., this week.
was given Sunschool
Sunday
eshodKt
me was pro| Roscoe (Jay his improved and returned
evening. A fine program
to work at Hall Quarry.
a Urge audience.
are to be built
^r* Walson, of Portland, has taken
j
opveral summer cottages
them the rooms at the Relay house.
Mthecorning season, among
another
and
Miss Edna Donnell will go to Waterville
„cottage. byEben Clark,
of- I
bids for building are being
j this week for a short stay.
will
which
and
jn [be same locality,
The cemetery association will hold its
to ?lo,00a.
annual meeting Wednesday afternoon,
,t fJ2,000
Easter concert
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Miss Eva Springer left April 12 to resume teaching at Foxcroft.
John 17. Hardison was chosen as a member of the board of health last week.

{Sinking.

Ralph Springer, who has been working
Massachusetts the past winter, is at
home for a short stay.
Mrs. Florence Springer, who has had
such a trying illness with rheumatism, is

Is what your money will eam II
Inveeted In shares of the

able to walk about the house.

Schools, intermediate and primary, are
begin Monday, April 15, taught by

to

fllisortl

Misses Mildred and Marion Manter.

i Sumner P. Mills, of Btonington, will de- Mrs. Calvin Springer and sister, Miss
MKMORlAJt.
visited Southwest Har- liver the Memorial Day address m town. Maggie Hardison, who have been visiting
natb ha* again
Miss Cassilena Springer, who has been Mrs. Harold Carter, West Ellsworth, have
called to th- life beyond a worthy
of in Boston several
returned home.
Mrs. toabala Hay, widow
months, came home
man
Much sympathy is felt for Mrs. John E.
Hay, who passed away April Friday.
For some months
illness.
Wentworth in the death of her brother
r a long
j Mr*. A. B. Fernald, Mrs. Nettie Dyer
havIt was a severe blow, following
and Mrs. Carrie Macom her hre convales- Monroe.
Day bad been entirely helpless,
of the lirnbe, and cent after severe
so closely the death of her husband.
illnesses.
suffered paralysis
enter
into
a desire to
It.
April 15.
soften expressed
| Walter Wilson and wife, of Ellsworth,
most
tenderly cared are in
sbe was
town. Mr. Wilson has painting
EGYPT.
sevand
lor
and wife,
by Frank Norris
and papering to do for several parties.
Samuel Savage is employed at Sullivan
kind friends shared the
il weeks
Miss Charlotte Macom her is at home
her Ded.
I
cutting stone.
by
vigils
rbtlT
from
classical
Mrs. Day
Higgins
institute, called
Miss Helen L. West is employed by A.
her early married life,
her children were here by the illness of h*»r mother, Mrs. W.
happy, but when
King, of Ellsworth.
Effle
Macom
her.
Ihe care of both
II young aud needing
Genevieve Butler, of Sullivan, has been
came to darken
Mrs. Arthur Bunker has returned from
rents, a cloud of sorrow
her cousin, Blanche Clarke.
aud lonely East Sullivan after spending a week with visiting
[life of this patient sufferer,
Those who have stone and lumber toship
for many years, her brother, Fred L. Orcutt, who has been
her
was
portion
terms*
her grief, she mar- housed all winter by illness. His friends are pleased to see the bay open to navigaben time had healed
kindest- here hope real spring weather may bene- tion.
one of the
I>y,
Fdniuno
,1
and this es- fit him.
of
Henry F. West, who has been employed
men,
most
genial
irted,
The schools commenced Monday with in Bar Harbor several years, is spending a
isble couple travelled down the shady
vacation at home.
until the hus- teachers as follows: District
I of life in quiet content
1, Emily
Leonard Clarke and wife are receiving
nd was called from earth less than two Cole; 2, Mabel Craig, grammar, and CasMra. Lucy Kobin- silena
irsago. His daughter,
Springer, primary; 3, Everett Pea- congratulations on the birth of a daughever faithful and kind in at1, baa been
cock, grammar, and Lela Gordon, pri- ter, born March 31.
idance upon her stepmother who, sadly mary; 4, Mildred Manter, grammar, and
The house on the Braley place, owned
jsing the companion of her declining Marion Manter. primary; 0, Lola Dyer; 9, by E. G. Burnham, is being completed for
of
the
the
approach
that
gradual
re felt
vacancy by illness; 10, Harvey L. Carter, Claude Willard and wife. The work is
■th angel was welcomed, though Mrs. grammar, and Mrs. Marion Blaisdell, pri- being done by F. W. West and A. N.
!
tothe
friends
attached
much
y was very
Clarke.
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her needs; especio were niinisteriug,lo
B.
W.
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idea.
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io were

Day

has two

unable to attend

There has been no sawing at the mill
this week on account of rough weather.
There

feet of snow in the
woods and eighteen inches of ice on the

daughters
the

A team loaded with logs crossed Molasses pond April 11.
John Farnsworth has moved into the
Eugene Orcutt cottage for the summer.

funeral,

only relative pond.
April
sent. Owing to the stormy day, only
pall-bearers could accompany the body

i

s

second cousin

was

llamor cemetery, but
past her four-score
will still live in the memory of her

ghbors and
ipril 15.

three

the

Ch’e’eb.

15.

t

the grave in the
s dead
woman,
rs.

are

WEST TRENTON.

Mrs. Melbourne Rinaldo has the grip.
Ernest Young, who has been very ill
with acute rheumatism for the past two
weeks, is slightly better.
George Hopkins and Will Douglass shot
four wild geese one day recently. They

friends.
Spbay.
_

was
meeting of the *•
d March 22, at the home of Mrs. Emma
rwood.
The officers elected are:
ther M. Dixon, president; Lulu Mayo,
s.Grace Clark, vice-presidents; Marion
iryer, recording secretary; Katherine B.
Receraan, corresponding secretary;
cta Gilley, treasurer.
Refreshments

'he annual

have two live

ones

with

a

slight

wound

the wings.
Schools in town commenced Monday,
April 15. E. B. Hodgkins teaches in district No. 6, Miss Stanley in No. 5, Mrs.
Sweet in No. 3.
on

to

sirauon,

two wild

wno

OF

farm.

iorder.

May.

April 15.

Moled, That we tender to the sorrowcken family our deepest
sympathy in the
of a kind and
husband and father.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

loving
uolved, That our charter be draped in
irning for thirty days, that a copy of these
ilutione be spread
upon the records of
lodge, and that a copy thereof he trans-

Friends of Leander J. Smith and wife
sympathize with them in the loss of their
infant son. Sunday.

Partridge Cove has not yet adopted a
school signal. Consequently when

led to the bereaved
family of our de*d brother, also to Thb
Ellsworth
ksican for publication.

no-

the
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ASSETS DEC. 81, 1906.

$ 200 00

100 00
719,656 19
309 450 89
4

due,

mo*

8%623 15
3,1*2 46
80,634 99

Interests and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

admitted,

61,15!.847

68

$1,148,89.'

68

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Contingent fund voluntary set
aside oy Co,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

son

and

daughter,

Edward and

I

C.

IV.

A

F.

L.

100.000 00
5(0,000 00
168 051 31

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
it has been duly appointed executor of
THE
:he last will and testament of Andrew

J.
Orland. in the county .of
no bonds being reqnired
t>y the terms of said will. All persons having
lemands against tbe estate of said deceased are
iesired to present the same for settlement,
tnd all indebted thereto are requested to make
lord

j

Mbbrill Trust Co.,
By*Edwin G. Merrill, President.
Bangor, March 80, 1907.

j

i' Send model, sketch or photo of invention for
For free book,
41 freereport on patentability.
i1 How to SecureTp 1 lit IflADIfC write
to
<> Patents and

<
4
4

I tlAUt" MwlllVO

home Friday.
Mrs. Cora Frazier spent Friday with her
parents, I. L. Crabtree and wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Frazier, who have been living in
New York the past winter, were called to
Ellsworth by the ^serious illness of Mr.
Frazier’s mother.
C.
April 15.

j

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed
THE
istratrix de bonis
ot the estate

notice that
adminof William S. Newman, late of Tremont, in
the county ot Hancock, deceased, and
riven bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said debased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reiu*st*d to make payment, immedlatelv.
Eliza W. Newman.
April 10, 1907.
non

rT1HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL he has been duly appointed administraestate of Philip Moore, late of
tor of the
af Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Henry C. Moore.
April 10.1907.

WALTHAM.
little daughter of Wilson Googins Is
quite ill.
A

Mrs. Alice Smith, who has been in the
hospital, has so far recovered that she is
expected home this week.

finishing

\

Touches to
Fine Linen

Gloss Starch

Sold

by

all grocers in

11
II

|
|!

|

|
J
|s
5

U

full-weight packages.

Mrs. Sarah Robinson bad a chopping
match last Thursday. Eighteen men and
boys met and fitted her wood for the stove
and put it in the shed. Dinner and supper were served.
O.
April 16.

j.

|

_

unperformed,
now

therefore, I. the undersigned, tbe mortgagee in «*id mortgage, claim a foreclosure of
ssiu mortgage, because of the breach of the
condition tbereof and give ibis notice of my
intention to toreclore said mortgage, as provided by statute because of the breach of the
condition tbereof.
Kvbrabd H. Gbbbly.
Ellsworth. Maine, April 8, a. d. 1907.
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
Eben C. Warren, of Otis,
State ot Maine, by
the twelfth day ot
November, a. d. 1901. and recorded in vol 371,
page 12-4, conveyed to Andrew P. Wiswell,
Jeremiah T. Giles. Eugene Hale and Everard
H. Greely, a certain lot or parcel of land sifcuaed in Marlavllle. in said county of Hancock,
and bourded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake and stores on tbe western line of the road leading from Ellsworth
to Msriaville, and in tbe division lino between
land-now or formerly of Ruden Jellison, and
land now or formerly of Daniel Jordan;
thence west on said division Hue one hundred
and twenty-two rods to a oirch tree; thence
south thirty-two rods to a stake; thence east
and parallel to said division line cne hundred
and twelve rods to said road; vbence northeasterly on the westerly line of said road to
the place of beginning.
Said lot contains
twenty acres, more or less, and being the same
premises conveyed to .lames Kimball by Eben
E. Church by his deed dated June 16. 1886, and
recorded in book 207, page 189, of said Hancock county registry of deeds;
and the
same premises conveyed by James F.
Kimball to tbe grantees herein
named, by
bis mortgage deed dated Sept. 5. 1895, ana
recorded in said registry, in vol. 293, page 322;
and the same premises this day conveyed
by said Wiswell, Giles. Greely and Hale to
tbe said Eben C. Warren, which deed is not
yet recorded, to which said deeds and the
records thereof express reference is hereby
made for a farther description.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage is broken and unperformed, and whereas
tbe-undersigned, Emma G. Wiswell, is the
duly appointed and qualified executrix of the
last will and testament of the said Andrew
P. Wiswell.
Now therefore, we, tbe undersigned, claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage because of the
breach of the conditions thereof, and give
this notice of our intention to foreclose the
same for breach of the conditions thereof, as
required by statute.
Ellsworth, Maine, April 1,1907.
Emma G. Wiswell.
Jeremiah T. Giles.
Eugene Hale.
Everard H. Greely.
Hancock county.
WHEREAS,
his mortgage deed dated

OF

FOHECLO§UKK.

bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
nortnwest corner of said lot at the southwest
cornefof laud of Myron King; thence south-

erly by the load leading by tbe dwellinghouse of John L. Stanley. William King
and Charles L Stanley to the road leading
towards the

shore

bv the

“Ocean

House”; thence easter y to a stone containing an iron bolt; thence northerly tbrongh the
center of a well to a stone containing an iron
bolt and a cedar post in the line fence along
tbe southerly line of Myron King’s lot;
thence westerly about twelve rods to the
bound first mentioned, to contain one-half
acre more or ltss, with access to said well and
use of the water therefrom, and
being the
same premises deeded to me by deed of even

date, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated March 6, a. d. 1907.
William Finney,
By Geo- R. Puller, his attorney.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock bs.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of April, in the year of
nine hundred and
onr Lord one thousand
seven.

WBlueFlweMm
It

?

means

the

hottest and cleanest
flame produced by
This is
any stove.
the flame the New
Perfection Oil Stove
the instant a
ghted match is ap-

fives
v

plied—no delay,

no

trouble,

no soot, no
dirt. For cooking, the

J*
1

WHEREAS,

easterly

It has remarkable penetrating powers, permeating every
thread and fibre of the goods, giving a heavy yet flexible body.
Always uniform in strength, always the same in its perfect results.
Quicker and easier to use—really simplifies starching. Either
boil or use with cold water.

|

NOTICE OF
Julia P. Morrison, in her own
right and Charles E. Morrison, husband of tbe said Julia P. Morri-on, by thnir
mortgage deed, dated May 9.1*89, and recorded
May 10, 1889, in vol. 286. page 23V, ot the registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine; conveyed to me, the noderstgned, three certain
lots or parcels of land, tbe first situated in
said Ellsworth, ou the eastern side of Union
river near tbe head or the Falls, bounded and
described as foliows. to wit:
Beginning at a
stake on the south side of the mill road;
thence north eighty-five degrees east sixteen
rods to a stake for a cot ner; thence south four
and one-halt degrees east eleven rods to a
stake and stones; thence south eighty-one
degrees west sixteen rods, more or less, to a
stake for a corner; thence north foor and onehalf degrees west passing to tbe west of stable
abont two rods to tbe place of beginning.
Being tbe same premises conveyed to Dameta
0. Williamson oy deed ot James F. Davis,
dated September 80, 1*68, and reeorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, vol. 14L.
paae 1P0.
The second lot situated in said Ellsworth,
and being tbe same premises to said Williamson conveyed by deed ot Robert Gerry, dated
August 19,1867, and recorded in the said regvol. Ml, page 101. Which deed is hereby
istry,
made a part of this deed.
The tnird lot situated in said Ellsworth,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the centre of the county rosd leading from Ellsworth to Amherst on the southerly line of tbe Eben Morrison homestead
lot; thence easterly on tbe line of said lot
two hundred rods to a cedar stake marked
B. J. A. D. 1857; thence at right angles southerly by land formerly owntd by sterling H.
Haynes and Alexander Morrison about sixty
rods to land
formerly of Charles Jarvis;
thence westerly by s*id Jarvis line two hundred rods to the centre of tbe road aforesaid;
thence northerly on said road to the place of
beginning, being the s«me premises to said
Williamson conveyed by deed of William 8.
Bunker, dated February 17,1870, and recorded
in said registry In * ol. Ml, page 102, to whioh
mortgage deed to me and tbe record tbereof
express reference is here made.
And whereas, the condition of siid mortgage is broken and now remains broken and

NOTICK

OURYEAS9
t

I

“ITTHEKEAS, Almeda Augusta Van Deusen, of Boston, county of Suffolk and
VV
state of Massachusetts, by her mortgage det-d
dated September 12. a. d. 1900. and recorded in
Haucock county, Maine, registry of deeds,
book 353. pag* 239. conveyed to William
Finney, of Brookli: e, county of Norfolk, and
state of Massachusetts, a certain lot or parcel
of laud with all the buildings thereon, in TreHancock county. State of Maine,
mont.

|

It is the process of starching that either establishes or destroys
the ultimate beauty of a laundered garment. If you would be assured in advance of linen of faultless finish, of beautiful, clear, snowv
brightness, of ideal pliability and dirt-resisting properties, use

|
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promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign
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returned

teacher reached the schoolhouse one j
snowy morning last week she found the
WEST SULLIVAN.
B. Lbon Hiooims.
door securely fastened and no sign of the j
William J. Tow mb.
janitor. Nothing daunted, she hunted | Mrs. Isabelle Googins is in Trenton, visCommittee on resolutions.
around and finding a window unfastened, iting her son.
climbed in and then lifted in eight plump ; Oscar Hyson has returned to Hall Quarry
SALISBURY COVE.
boys and girls, their ages ranging1 after a vacation in town.
William DeLsittre is st horns from from four to eleven years. Wood and
Miss Myona Carter, of Shirley, Mass.,
oo, where he hss been employed for kindlings were taken in through the winis a guest of Roscoe Nason and wife.
*rtl months.
inside
from
the
door
was
opened
dow, the
Mrs. S. E. Phelps and daughter Elinor
some late comers, and the
of Ura. Thomas DeLaittre in time to admit
weeks in Pomfret
are spending a few
•pathire with her in the loee of her school mar m was ready for business at her
with relatives.
whose death occurred at her home usual hour.
The seven-cent social at Hooper &
ulsworth last week.
April 16._
Havey’s hall was a decided success finan•wge Fogg a student at the University
NORTH LAMOINE.
cially and socially. The proceeds are for
Raise, who hss been spending his vsRoy Smith, who is employed in Frank- the Methodist church.
on with his
parents, Willerd Fogg and lin, spent last week at home.
Vox Popuu.
April 15.
e, bag returned to his school.
Mrs. M. J. Pierce, of Waltham, Mass., is
faneral of Mrs. Margaret Paine was
ATLANTIC.
the guest of Mrs. E. L. Young.
at the
Emery district schoolhouse
is at home for a short
Burns
Lizzie
left
Smith
Miss
and
Newell
Emery
Tripp
uday, April 6. The services were conat Deer
*** b> R®v. C. F.
Saturday for Bridgeport, Conn., where visit. She has been employed
of
Bar
HarMcKoy,
Isle.
they will be employed.
Mrs. Paine was
seventy-seven years
Mrs. Gertie Wallace, of Stonington, is
Mrs. W. S. Archer and Mrs. George
for tlfty-six years had lived at
John Stanley and
iate home.
For some months pre- Smith left Saturday for Bridgeport for visiting her parents,
Mr. Stanley is quite poorly.
sto her
death, Mrs. Paine had been in two weeks’ visit. Lewis and Phronette wife.
beallh. She is survived by her hus- Smith have gone to Franklin to remain
A merry party of Masons and would- be
MaBons started for Southwest Harbor and
^ David H. Paine, one sister, Mrs. during the absence of their mother.
Y.
brought up at home before getting there.
Brewer, two brothers, Edward j April 16.
p
Roderick Stanley, and four children—
They will start again Boon.
LAMOINE.
8.
~-'Iia Gray, Mrs. EUa
April 13.
Gray, Norman
harles Paine. Mrs. Paine wras a
and
Woodmen
The Modern
Royal
HANCOCK.
NORTH
Neighbors of America are greatly interDrug Cough Cure Laws
Ida Golding is employed at Everett
in preparations for a May ball and
all Cough Cures were like ested
Shonivf ded, ifCure
is—and has been for supper. A meeting has been called for Merchant’s.
targr TK0u^b
National
Law now requires
ifa* Ane, 80na
19 at the grange hall for the purVernie Tracy, of Franklin, is visiting
euter *nto a cough mix- April
ust be printed on
of forming all committees. All her siBter, Mrs. Charles Googins.
the label or pack- pose
members are requested to be present.
Jason Springer visited his sister, Mrs.
st (u!s»,iesisonJ1;10^ber8* and others, should
Spec.
No
on L ru ng 9r’ 8hoopJ8 Cough Cure.
April 16.
Samuel Jordan, in Ellsworth last week.
on Dr.
Shoop’s labels—and none
>e
1 AnAC*l?e’ else 11 must by law be on the
Rule Stratton was called here from
NORTH ORLAND.
v
8.n,ot on,y 8a,e* hut it is said to
thoM
by the serious
R best, a truly rernarkcoutfhev.hat£now
William Dodge, who is employed at the Brookline, Mass., Friday
illness of his father.
with '®ni®dy• Take no chance, particuon Friday in some way caught
saw mill,
children.
Insist
on having
}hooD,a,r«r
C. D. Lounder and w ife are receiving
1}r. sKocm°*U8rlJ Cure- Compare carefully his hand in the trimming saw, and it was
Pachage with others and see.
icison
the birth of a son,
the re 1* You can always be
ho
quite badly mangled. Dr. G. W. Brown, congratulations on
th’Cur*.. of by demanding Dr. Shoop’s who dressed the wound, hopes to save the April 8—Samuel Arthur.
aCC6Pt any
Non.
*
hand.
April 15.
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Capt. Edward True and wife, who spent
the winter in Hoboken, N. J., with their
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W. P. Clarke’s several weeks,
returned home Saturday.
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Admitted assets,
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Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash In office aud bank.
Outstanding prem. less than 8

reserved, and a pleasant evening was
The first vessel that has made appeartoyed. The meeting on April 5 was ance in the Narrows this season is the j George Stanley was in Bangor last week
th Katherine Freeman.
Considering Joyce Rebecca, of Rockland, with freight on business.
bad weather, there was-a good attend- for H. H.
Howard Davis and wife are visiting
Hopkins.
*,eleven being present, including sevin Brewer.
Capt. F. E. Hopkins came home from friends
1 visitors.
The next meeting will be
Boston on a visit last Thursday, returnMrs. Hannah Jordan, a much-respected
d at the church Vestry, Friday evening,ing Saturday to go as first pilot on the life-long resident of this town, died April
ril 19.
steamer Ransom B. Fuller—the same of- j 3, after a short illness. She w ill be greatly
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS,
The family bias the sympathy of
flee he has occupied for several seasons.
missed.
it a special meeting of Tremont lodge,
8.
friends.
Deceased leaves four children
April 15.
.77, F. and A. M., the following reso-Arvill, Hollis and Miss Isabel Jordan,
TRENTON.
ions were adopted:
of this town, and Mrs. Henry Graves, of
The next cottage meeting will be held Bangor.
feeling of deep Madness was cast over this
H.
imunity by the death of our beloved at the residence of W. M. Hopkins.
April 15.
ther. Nathan Clark, which occured Sunand son Ora, of Eagle
Frank
Thompsofi
AMHERST.
’■ March 3, at his home in Southwest HarLake, have been sawing Mr. Stafford’s
The farmers are looking for the brownmachine.
wood
with
their
sawing
etolted, That we as members of Tremout
tail moth.
ionic lodge, do deeply deplore the loss of
George Guptill, of Milo, was at the StafRoscoe Grover and his niece Jane have
departed brother, whose removal from ford farm Friday and Saturday. George
gone to Marlboro to visit his father, Warmidst has left a shadow and a vacancy
J. Stafford also spent a few days at the
ch will
ren Grover.
long be realized by the members of

Slramiannmtfc

«

H. R. Emerson, of Ellsworth.
Hancock county. Maine, by his mortgage deed dated June 8. a. d. 1882. and recorded in tbe Hancock county, Maine, reeisof deeds, in vol. 181, page 224, conveyed to
try
Edward K. Hopkin* a certain parcel of real
estate
situated in
said Ellsworth, and
bounded as follows:
Beginning at the southwest corner of Elias
Hill’s back lot or commonly called the Pox lot
ind on the line of the town of Hancock at a
Make marked No. 4 & No. 8 B; tbence running
westerly on tbe south line of said lot eighty
rods to a large yellow birch tree msrkeu for
corner; tbence north 8V> east one hundred rods to the north line of slid lot: thence
easterly on the north line of said lot eighty
rods to the line of tbe town of Hancock aforesaid; thence southerly on the Hancock town
line one hundred rods to the place of beginning containing fifty acres more or less;
And whereas the said Edward K. Hopkins
Hy instrument dated September 29. a. d. 1908.
ind recorded in said registry of deeds in book
137, page 266, assigned the above described
mortgage to me the undersigned. Cbai. L.
Morang. of said Ellsworth.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
lias been broken, and still remains brokeo.
□ow, therefore, by reison of
the breach of
he condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Chas. L. Morang.
Ellsworth, Maine, April 1,1907.

WHEREA8,

HOME.

THE ATN* INDEMNITY

resume

week.

your

A. W. Kin«». President.

Total liabilities and

Workmen came last week
work on Mr. Burns’ cottage.

on

For particulars inquire of
Uknky W. Cushman, Sec’y,
irst N*C‘i Bank Blda.

Harvard Carter has gone to W’est Franklin to teach.

ciarence

borrow

OWN YOUR OWN

Mrs. I. L. Crabtree is ill.

Harry Johnston shot

can

than you are now paying for
reuL and iu about ten years you
will

Led

grandchildren.

RENT

you

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
pavmeuts Mid Interest together
will amount to but little more

L

—

LoaijiM BjiUw- 4; i.

A YEW HRKIEH
open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay-

now

Lund

Irs. Hay’s friends are glad that her
isionate love of dowers could be gratii liter she w as unable to plant the seed,
Norris being an expert gardener, and
t eyes delighted in the profusion of
wers ss well as the extensive market

WHFREAS,

Bar Harbor.

Ltffd Notice*.
KORECLOSUllir

I

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Lucy E. Ru3s, of Stoningtou,
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
ht-r mortgage deed, dated October 10. 1906,
ar.d recorded in tbe Hancock registry o* deeds,
voi. 426, page 168, conveyed to tbe Ess'ern
Trust ft Banking Company, of Bangor, coun
ty of Penobscot, State Aforesaid, a certain
parcel of real estate, situate in said Stoning
tot, and bounded as follows: Beginning on
Uie western side of tbe highway leading up
Russ’ hill from Green's landing, so calle i, in
said Stonington, to Northwest Harbor, at the
corner made by tbe junction of said highwith
tbe private
way
way
leading to
tbe
Latter Day Saint’s church
In said
Stonington, said private way being just
southerly of Music hall, so called, said
corner being tbe southeast corner of the
premises herein described; thence westerly by
said private way one hundred feet; tbeuce
north one hundred feet lo tbe private way leading from said highway to land of Israel Eston,
said private way being northerly o* said
Music hall; thence easterly one hundred feet
more or less by s«id paivate way to said highway leading up Russ' hill; thence southerly
one hundred feet, more or less, to tbe first
mentioned bound.
And whereas, the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of tbe conditions thereof,
Biid Eastern Trust ft Banking Company
claims a foreclosure oi said mortgage.
Bangor, Me March 28,1907.
Eastern Trust ft Banking Company,
By Charles A. Bailey, its attorney.

in

IN

■

3Ugal Xotuifa.

Nominated by tlie Governor.
Among nominations by Qov. Cobb recently announced are ihe following in
Hancock county:
Fish
waidens, Leander R. Bunker,
Cranberry Isles; James A. Hill, Gouldsboro.
Notary public, Charles B. Piueo,

r

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Hame Oil Cook-Stove
is unequaled. It gives quick results because its
heat isnighly concentrated. Cuts fuel-expense
Made in three sizes. Every
in two.
If not at your dealstove warranted.
r=i
er’s write to our nearest agency.
The

9M n.T

is the best
for
all-round household use.
Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled
in light-giving power; an ornament to any room.
Every lamp warranted. If not at your
dealer’s, write to our nearest agency.
r

lamp

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Incorporated)

/

f
/
\

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
.ast will and testament of
a
late of the city, county
and state of New York, deceased, and of the
thereof in said county and state of
probate
New York, duly authenticated, having been
presented to tbe judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock tor the purpose of being
allowed, filed and record*d in the probate
conitot our sain county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order thr*e weeks successively
in tbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in Skid county of Hancock. prior to the seventh day of May
a. d. 1907, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Eaen (Bar Harbor),
In and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against tbe same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy ot tbe original.
Attest: T. F Mahoney, Register.

A
copy of the
Gardiner Sherman,

—

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
in
and (or said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
on
the seiond dav of April, in the year of
nine hundred and
our Lord one thousand
seven.

CERTAIN instrument

purporting

to be
and testament of
laie of the city,
county, and state of New York, deceased, and
of the probate thereof in said county and
state or New York, duly authenticated, having been presented tc the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, died and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the qeventh day of May,
a. d. 19»7, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Eden (Bar Harbor),
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any thev have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A
copy of the last will
Cadwaiader Evans Ogden,
a

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Sarah Stubbs, late
of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased. and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv.
Theodokb H. Smith.
April 10, 1907.

THE

seasonable

newness.

with

a

We invite you to be among the

JUDGE OF THE SUPREME COURT
Suffered Four Months From the

Miss Helen Cole went to Winter Harbor
Saturday for a short visit.
A1

Welsh

has

—~

|

John Hutchings and Miss Hattie Hutchings, who have been ill, are convalescent.

ease

You'll find

more

ran-down, nervous, bloodless

con-

Pernna has beoome famous in

and Mrs. Daniel
for Boston

Deasy left Saturday morning
and vicinity.

re-

lieving the deplorable condition which
the gnp

Mrs. E. W. Cleaves haa gone to Milbridire to icrnain awhile with her sister,

styles at top notch. You’ll find qualities roost reliable. You’ll find prices
absolutely fair and just. You’ll find that this store’s highest aim is to be of
We have often emphasized the satisfaction
honest service to you in every detail.
of early selection. We would particularly emphasize that fact now.

grip

dition.

here.

WT. F. Bruce

II

than any other disthe system in
leave*
in the world

The

a

Miss Lucy May Freeman, of Mil bridge,
has beeu spending a few days with friends
jd wife

■■

|

Miss Selma Noonan, who has been ill
with pneumonia, is improving.

a

After-Effects

Grip--Relieved By Pe-ru-na.

of the

moved his family
into F. C. Bickford’s house.

Capt.

most

first to choose.

pnyts

Ray arrived home Friday.
Miss Sybil Cole left for Steuben Saturday to teach.

complete equipment of
This
Spring
wanted Merchandise. It has taken much thought, much care, much intelligent
selection to gather this collection, but now that it is all here, all properly
we feel amply repaid for
priced, all properly displayed in the various sections,
the work done. Now we invite you to come and investigate all this bright,
of 1907

nthf*

I. S.

The FRESHEST. NEWEST. BEST.
season

IM

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Spring Goods Ready
M. QALLERT’S.
store opens the

<»1

/«»»♦«•

w

—

SDDrrninnxni*.

COrXTY NEWS.

produces

who is \ery ill.
;

Mrs. J. F. Perry
Gouldsboro, where

returned from
the guest of

has
she

was

Mrs. Ida Feruald.
W. P. Hew ins. of Boston, has arrived to

Carpets, Rugs, Draperies.

superintend the clam packing which
began a few weeks ago.
Miss Annie Handy, Vho *“•
beS> visiting friends here for two weeks, returned
to Smithville Saturday.
Percy T. Moore, w ho is employed by the
Chase Granite Co., Bluehill, spent a few
days last week at home.
Charles Blance, sr., was taken suddenly
ill Friday. He seems better at present,

Perhaps the Moat Important Department in the Wore During
the Next Two Month*.
The big freah lines of standard makes of Mattings, Oilcloths and Linoleums
So are the Rugs, Art Squares; so are the Lace Curtains, Roller
are all here.
Curtains, Portieres, Cpucb Covers and other Draperies. The best line in the city

New Silks and Dress Goods.
Each suceeding season the designer, the dyer and the weaver add fresh
triumphs to their previous season’s work. This season the products of the looms
Rich weaves at moderate prices. Yon should see
are little short of perfection.
this handsome array of new silk and dress goods; you should carefully investigate their merits; this done, your choosing will be easy. We particularly call
in plain colors at
your attention to the line of suitings in mixed and plaids; also
60c. per yard. Also our line at 75e and $1.00 per yard. The strongest lines of
any store in Eastern Maine.

though still

Mrs. J. S. Coombs
last of the week in

|
!

The standard staple stocks of all-the-year-roand goods have been fully
replenished. It is yonr buying time now for Table Linens, Towels, Napkins,
Crashes, Bedspreads, Sheets, Pillow Slips and scores of other items of every-day
household goods. We invite yonr careful inspection of these new lines, firmly
believing yon will find them to you liking.

Mrs. F. C. Bickford

April

15.

C.

Harbor.
Paul

Clark and
Raymond Cousins
for Boston last Monday to join the
yacht Idalia.
Mrs. Mary Gott, who has been stopping

breaking

Capt. McKay’s the past winter, went to
Swan’s Island Monday.
Rev. J. D. McGraw preaches his last sermon here before conference next Sunday.
He expects to move this spring, having
been here six years.
at

Charles Davis’ house

!|

Women

Well

as

Kidney

Men

fcy

Trouble.

wnvwiiuiiiwa

auun

disappear when the kid-

j

neys are out of ordei
diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinates too often, if the
or

,

TRIMMINGS. A COMPLETE AND FULL
ASSORTMENT.
Everything in these lines New and Up to Date.

DRESS

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
For Men, Women, Miaae* and Children—the Most Attractive
Line in the City.
We make a specialty of Children’s Shoes. If you want satiafactory foot-wear,
don’t forget na.
““’

The stong values represented in this announcement are merely representations
of numberless others awaiting yon. We keep almost everything in our line.
'Reliable goods at lowest prices is and always has been oar rale. Oar arguments
why yon should buy of us are: Best stock, reliable goods end lowest prices conBistent with quality.

GALLERT,

ELLSWORTH,.MAINE.

"'ll

I/
*

Jrme

vuaios

ine

nesn or

11, wnen tne Cnll3

teaches an age when it should be tb'.e to
control the passage, it Is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it the cause cl
tb difficulty is kidney trouble, and the firs:
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition cf the
kidneys and bladder and net to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect ol
Swamp-Root is soon realised. It la sold
by druggists, in fiftycent and one
dollar
sizes. You may have a
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tellHom of i__
ing all about it. including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured, in writing Dr. Kilmer
St Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.. be sure tnc
mention this paotr
Don't make any ml-take. but remember the
name, Swamp.Root. Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Root
and the addreaa. Binghamton. N. T.. on every
bottle.

were

___

Mrs. Regina Torrey, who sprained her
foot three weeks ago, is doing well.

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

Mrs. Alice Perkins has rented her house
Mrs. Mabel Jones, with daughter Ethel, to John Coleman.
i
W.
of Boston, is visiting her father, Q.
William Cain has sold his two-year-old
Small.
colt to N. L. Grindle, of Penobscot.
Justin Grindel, who moved from here a
Mrs. W. S. Walker, of Lynn, was the
year ago, returned Friday. He has sold guest of 1. J. Cousins and wife Sunday.
his house to Hosea Barbour.
Rev. W. A. Smith preached his farewell
Capt. Lafayette Thompson is having an sermon in the Methodist chapel yesterday.
and
barn.
house
ell built joming his
Mrs. W. N. Perkins was inBlue hill last
George Black, of Little Deer Isle, is doing week, caring for her daughter Bernice,
the work.
who is ill.

Capt. N. R. Lowe and wife gave a party
April 5 in honor of their little daoghter
Evelyn St. Clare’s second birthday. It
being stormy, none of the little ones in*

People

Charles Hutchins, of Penobscot, was in
town last week and purchased of William
Cain his gray mare Gyp.
C.
April 15.

and cared by medicated air alone. In
this lies the secret of the great success of Hy-o-mei in the treatment of

bronchial troubles.
The first breath of Hy-o-mei’s medicated air soothes the inflammation,
stops the congh, and relief soon becomes

permanent and

a enre results.
has made many remarkable cures in the worst and most
chronic forms of bronchial tronbles
and is sold by G. A. Parcher with the

Hy-o-mei

same

guarantee

as

he gives when

who

head, throat,
more

Snaceptible.

have had catarrh of the

|

lung* are much
catch the grip than other

nose

liable to

or

"^V.^HTpargon^lTlEx^StatesSatoriind Ex-Speci»rjudge"of^th't-'l-iupr.-^
Coart of Texas, and was also Brigadier-General la Confederate Army. 1st
letter from 9*5 H street, N. W., Washington, D. C, this prominent gentle
man

TK'Op’e.
The reaeon for this is that the mucous
membranes of the head, nose, throat or
i
.ungs are injufed by the catarrh and
the germs which cause the grip find
easy entrance into the system.
It is a well established fact that perfectly sound mucous membranes constitute a barrier to the entrance of disease
germs.
The best precaution any one can hare
against the grip is to be perfectly free
from catarrh.

Parana

a

Preventive.

Ae a preventive of grip, Pernn. hu
done . great deal of good In the world
by it. beneficial effect npon the macou.
membranes.
Catarrh haa another untoward influence to be noticed in connection with
the grip.
Victim, of catarrh who have had the
grip find themselves after the acute
stages have passed, in very weakened
and deplorable condition*.

After-Effect* of

Grip.

The whole nervous system U impaired; the digestive organs deranged;
the circulation of the blood feeble and
irregular. All these symptom, are pro-

duced, more or less, by the grip, and
especially in pe. pie who have had catarrh previous to the grip.

road

burned last

was

Saturday morning.

The furniture was saved. There was a
small insurance. Mr. Davis was ill in bed
at the time.

|

says:
the rero.-nmeodsthn of p-rs'insl f-ic’d-s p-d m.iny strong tesdmonials am to the efficacy of Peruna in the treatment of the numerous
symptoms of the grip with which I have been afflicted tor fair months
past, I have been Induced to undergo a treatment with this justly celebrated formula. I feel a decided change tor the better after using It only
one week.
••It Is especially good In toning up the stomach and has a decided died
upon my appetite. 1 therefore feel much encouraged that I am on tie
road to complete restoration.
"My numerous friends in Texas, where I have had the honor to commud
a brigade of her Veteran Cavalry In a four years’ war, may accept this voluntary testimonial to the merits of Peruna as a sense of obUgation on ny
part for He wonderful efficacy.”—W. H. Parsons.

"Upon

*

It is no longer merely a theory or an
assertion that Perana la applicable to
such cases.

Prompt Relief

There

was a

dance at Riverside hall Sat-

urday evening.
Mias Harrietts Cole
Koch’s for a few weeks.

is at Rev. C. C.

L. W. Rice moved his lsxniiy from
Sutton to this place Saturday.
Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., will
work the third degree this evening.
The factory commenced operations last
Monday with a good supply of clams.
E. J. Day has a motor boat ready for the
water for Joseph Peabody, of Wellesley
rilla.
A

crew

of twelve is at work

on

the tele-

phone lines here, repairing and running
new

wires.

Arthur Sargent is taking clam bait from
Smith Bros.’ wharf to the steamboat landing in his new naphtha boat.

Cept. Charles Conary is haring a gasoline engine installed in hit yacht, the
Olivette. E. J. Day is doing the work.
Paul and James Nolan, of Rockland,
Mass., who have been spending a week at
Seorge Christy’s, return home to-day.
E. P. Currier, who has had the agency
lor the American express for quite a number of years,
gaged Eben
business.

April

is ilL The company has enJ. Eaton to look after the

16.

H.
SORRENTO.

Mrs. Henry Kenney and son Merle
,'isiting relatives here for a few weeks.

are

Warren

Smith and family, who have
been away for the winter, returned home
last week.
Mra. Louisa T. Jellison, who has been
irisiting in Winter Harbor several weeks,
returned home Thursday.
The sewing circle of the Union church
ia having the church painted.
Edward
Fenton and Frank Trundy are doing the
work.

April 15.

T.
SEAWALL.

William Dolliver lost

a

new

milch

cow-

last week.

M. E. Moore spent Saturday and
Sunday with George R. Fuller’B familv at
Southwest Harbor.
Mrs.

Dudley Dolliver

and

wife, who

are

liv-

Hy-o-mei is purchased for catarrh, ing in the Fulton cottage, were here Sunthat is, to refund the money in case lay. They are expected home soon to live
the remedy does not give satisfaction. iD their owd house.
The complete outfit costs but 91.
Dolly.
April 15.

It haa been noticed that those ah
take Pernnaduring the first atapetrf
the grip generally make a more rapid
and complete recovery.

In all of the after-effects of the grip,
A Moat Effective Medicine Jm
Peruna gives prompt relief. This has
La Grippe.
of
ench a great
been the experience
Robt. L. Madiaim, A. M., Principals!
multitude of people that Peruna haa
come to be a standard remedy for theae Cullowhee High School, Painter, N.C,
ia chairman of the Jackson Ccnitj
casea.
If a person has not used Perana to Board of Edncatlon. He is a -writer of
prevent the grip, the next best thing Is occasional verse and has contributed!!
to use Peruna to remove the after-ef- a number of leading papers and cup>
zincs.
fects of the grip.
In speaking of Pernna, Mr. Madiaod
A Safe, Reliable Remedy.
Even during the ccute stages of the says: “I am hardly ever without Perm
grip, Peruna taken in small, oft-re- in my home. It is the luosteflectivene!
peated doses, is so efficient that many icinc that I have ever tried for !a grippe
i people use nothing else.
It also cored m.v wile of nx-al otta:rh,'

COUXTY XEWS.
Bor additional

County

Xetrt

tee

other paye*

HULL’S COVE.

I apt. Daniel McKay came home last
Linwood Brailey has the grip.
Saturday from New»London, Conn., where
Steven Sal sbury is employed with J. K.
he is getting the yacht Emerald ready to
go into commission. The captain brought Salisbury for the summer.
two men with him, and they will take the
Serenus Higgins and M. C. Sweet each
little yacht Spokane, which has been lost a valuable cow last week.
housed here this winter, to Boston. The
Miss M. Cock, of Salisbury Cove, spoke
Spokane is a thirty-foot racer. She is to to a large audience in (the schoolhouse
be taken to Germany to race this summer.
Friday evening.
S.
April 15.
Sanford McFarland, of Saliabury Cove,
is again employed as clerk in the store of
SEDGWICK.

Bronchial Troubles

present bat the grandparents, Readily Yield to
Soothing, Healing
I Capt. R. T. Lowe, E. W. Hardy and wife,
Treatment of Hyomei.
other
toe
payer
Mat Additional County Mem,
! and aunt, Miss Bertha Lowe. Little EveBronchial
troubles
are purely local.
1
lyn received a number of useful presents
and |3.50 in money, one dollar being a
They cannot be helped by stomach
NORTH DEER ISLE.
one.
Cakes and ice-cream were
! gold
dosing. They are caused by irritation
Mil. Gertrude Thompson left for Eagle 1 served.
in the air passages and can be relieved
Island Monday to teach.
H.
! April 15.

COUNTY NEWS.

vited

as

trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigoi

Corset called the Loomer. Those having trouble with Corsets
the hips should try these; we warrant them not to.

I

Bluehill

Kidney

a new

M.

the

Are Made Miserable

does the

•

on

StrnnttsrmmtB

Laces and Embroideries
AND

WAJHiNGTON. D.C
Catarrh Victim*

started

TO FIT ANY SHAPE OR FORM.
over

her

Wesley Williams came home from New
London last Saturday night.
J. F. Staples has had the inside of his
store repainted. Fred Foes did the work.
Another of our young men, J. Gallison,
took to himself a bride last Sunday night.
Capt. Harry Wood, in the schooner Lincoln, is loading hard wood for Northeast

Muslin Underwear.

We have

opened

SUKRY.

At all times and at all seasons is the Hosiery and Underwear section replete
with the best products of the best manufacturers. At no time, though* is it so
completely representative as at the beginning of the season. No department in
the store receives more careful attention, no department is more freely patronized. If you want eatisfaction for your money we invite you to make your purchases of your hosiery and Underwear at this store.

Corsets

has

the store.

over

E. C. Wit bee is going to French boro to
build a house.

and Underwear.

demand for made Under-Muslin increase. The greatest
demand is during the Spring and Summer months. The stock of Nightgowns,
Skirts, Corset-covers and Drawers is much larger this season by reason of increased demand. Kindly make an inspection.

on

institute.

The Glove News.

season

it, by tire,

The Misses
Bickford returned to Charleston to attend
the spring terra of
Higgina classical

apartments

Needless to tell you the Glove stock is now at its best. The twelve and sixteen button length in both Kid or Fabric gloves will be as scarce and difficult to
procure as they were last season. We have them at present; our advice is buy
these now to make sure of them.

Each

in

Friday night.

We start the spring selling in our Garment section with a thoroughly up-todate equipment of Tailor Made Suits, Jackets, Coats, Separate Skirts, WTrappers,
Shirt Waists and others. We have had the very best to choose from and we have
selected the best things as to style. We guarantee our prices in this department to be lower and styles as up-to-date as it is possible to be. An early
inspection here will more than repay you.

j

everything

his mill with

Ready-To-Wear Garments.

Hosiery

spei/t

a few days the
Gouldsboro with her

R. D. Guptill.
sister,
Friends here of Marcus Cleaves, of
Smithville, are sorry to hear Of the loss of

our

News For Housekeepers.

925 H.5UN.W.,

Mrs.

equipment of Summer Cotton fabrics most complete. The
bright, breezy beauty of the printed Cottons such as Ginghams, Muslins, Percales
will appeal to you. The white goods in all their snowy freshness will tempt you.
We have anticipated the demand for Dress linens, Persian lawns. Muslins,
Figured Organdies, Mousseline de 8oie and in fact almost every kind of weave
suitable for Waists, Suits and Skirts. Take the assortment in all, it is the best.
will find

HON .WH. PARSONS.

very ill.

John S. Coombs and wife, .who have
been spending the. winter in, Franklin,
have returned home.

Wash Dress Goods and White Goods.
You

j

H. S. McFarland.
Mrs. Cornelia Saliabury has returned to
her home here from Bar Harbor, where
she has spent the winter.
Edward

Brailey and wife, who have
employed at Clark’s cove during the
winter, have returned home.
been

The many friends of Charles Shea and
wife are glad to see them home after
spending the winter in Bar Harbor.
Anne.
April 14.
_

HALL QUABBY.
Mrs. J. H. Macomber is confined to the
house by illness.
F. H. Homes made
Bangor last week.

a

business trip to

John Harkins returned yesterday from
the Bar Harbor hospital.
Mrs. A. A. Hodgdon, who has been seriously ill, is convalescent.
Mrs. Both Grindle has returned from
visit with her mother in South 8urTy.

isbury Cove church for another year. SI
will leave Thursday for about three week
oake an extendi
vacation.
She will
trip through Washington county inti
interests of the Christian Endeavor k»
ety. During her absence Rev. C. C. Kod
of Sedgwick, will supply at the SalisbOJ
Cove church.
&
April 15.
&fcbntificmrnib.

S a V 6 Much
Sickness
Brunswick, lie., Aug. ti, igd
“I think there ie no medicine eqn
to 'L. F.’ Atwood'* Bitter*. I hi
them in the houae ell the time, <
they nave me a great many heidack
I would not be without them."
Your* truly,
Mr*. Lizrie S. Df®

tajj

Everyone who values good
should at the first sign of
dose of “L. F.” Atwood’s Bflrt
They quickly adjust the trouble aw*
a

jou

EAST ORLAND.

Elijah White is in Boston for a visit.
Augustin Mason has started his mill,
sawing laths.
Elmer Crowley left Saturday for his
home in Greenville.

Harold Burrill, of Dedham, visited at
Mrs. Flora Dorr's Saturday and Sunday.
U. S. Gross has sold his place in
Gilpin
to Walter Gross and bought the Horace
Blaisdell farm on the back ridge. He has
already moved to his new home.

They

CATARRH
la stilt*

Ely’s

stage*.

Cream Balm

cleanses, soothes anil heals
the diseas'd jeembrare.
It cutcscatarrh and dr .ves
away a c©'4 In the Lead
<&•
^Cremm Balm I* pin***! In:°
abeor.*

the membrane and id
It is no
mediate and a cure follows.
not produce sneezing. Large
or
mall; Trial Size, 10 cents.

over

gists

ELY

by
BROTHERS, 66 Warren

Mianos

ItDm

^^

Street^^

Marine Motw
Leads Tin

"•!'1

low m

Capt. W. W. Pendleton and wife arrived
home Friday from
Germantown, Pa.,
where they spent the winter with their
daughter, Mrs. Annie Gilkey.
April 15.
M.

buretor,
brooie

EDEN.

t**'W

sr“;v"

Mrs. George Rinaldo is quite ill with
rheumatic fever.
Mrs. Martha Leland, who has been confined to the house for some time with the
grip, is much improved.
Percy Keif has finished work for John
H. Thomas and gone to his home in Lamoine to work his own farm.
Miss Margaret'Koch has
accepted the
invitation to remain as pastor of the Sal- I

o
vigor to

restore

Nasal

a

The schooner Thomas B. Garland sailed
this morning with atone for New York.
The Sullivan Sawin is loading paving for
Baltimore, and will be ready to sail the
middle of the week.
Pebble.
April 15.

right.

tired and overworked organs andJ8*
3*
up general health. At the store,

as.;*
crmeu.

aiine; H “S

,od

6, D. Thorndike,'m*“
TCkpIlOII*

moiorjr

Porpi

;1

